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I

I N T R O D U C T I O N

Development to rural areas in Uganda has hitherto, and will continue 
to take place largely through the exploitation of local natural 

resources. The investment for the exploitation of the resources 

is both public and private. However, the prime concern for 

the exploitation of the resources has been largely Economic Development, 

that is provth and change. The government has been a kind of a 

monopolistic agent guiding most of the economic development.

All in all, the economic development of the rural areas does not 

occur as a kind of a self-directed movement initiated by the local 

population but through an increasing degree of governmental inter
vention.

First, the attainment of increased economic development as a goal 

solely operates on the objective of Economic Effeciency. that is 

the desire to maximize profits and benefits. Therefore, either 

through direct involvement by the government in the exploitation 
of the resources or through taxation of the private developers, 

the general public at large is expected to benefit from the 

government’s economic development practices. In this capacity 

of the prime mover of economic development, the government realizes 
that the effective implementation of its economic goals, economic 

development must be planned. Hence, since independence, national 

economic developi-cnt and national economic planning have been 
essential concerns fo r the government of Uganda.

Hitherto, national economic planning has concerned itself with nothing
*more than sectoral developments in rural areas (Infra and Supra- 

structures have been organized just as an accompaniment to the
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primary exploitation of the rural resources). Projects sre 
installed in rural areas for the exploitation of the natural 

resources and are geared to naxit-isinn benefits to the govern rent, 

the public at large, though in some cases without cuch regard 

for the local villagers in the propinginty.

It is the contention of this study that there are certain areas 

in Uganda where the concentration of the resource exploitation 
projects for economic purposes have generated 'enough' physical 

problems in the functional zoae and the escalation of such 
problems warrants a necessity for comprehensive integrated 
development planning. It is on that understanding that a study of 
the exploitation of various resources in Busongora County and

.1% . • *
the physical problems generaten by the particular projects has 

been undertaken. Busongora County is part of the Rift Valley 
resource region. Economic planning, however, is don*/ according 
to the administrative Units of the area - western rrovice and the 

various oistricts of the province. On tout oasis the rift valley 

is here identified as a ^uher-ifavoaca region.

At this stage the specific fori&t of the survey can be outlined:-

(i) rrUnbmr*: In the proceeding chapters the study will concern

itself with how the following question can be tackled:

"V/hen a certain resourcefully endowed area has been subjected

to a continued period of sectoral developments and such
activities result into particularistic physical or spatial
problems, how can the functional performance of such an 
area be sunintaineu and enhance*.!”
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(ii) ASSUMPTIONS: The study assumes that the following

conditiona shell prevail

1. The present exploitation of resources in the Hift Valley 
ana hence Busongorn County by both the government sectors 

and private organisations sad individuals tball continue 

undrestically disturbed.

2. The saxinization of economic benefits shall continue to 

be the prise motive of each enterprise involved in the 

exploitation of the resources.

3. That the government shall continue to be the chief hauler 

of economic development in rural areas.

h. That soon regional planning shall uc the third major
developmental dimension to national economic planning and 

national economic development.
/

5. That regional planners end econoadc planners shall
cooperate to develop comprehensive integrated programmes 

of action.

o. inat a clear legal pnysical planning framework snail be 

adnered to for effective regional planning.

7. That the degree of adherence to the plannir.ee idea by the 

planning boards afid councils shall be unifora.

6. That the conservation policy for wildlife and hence the 
management of Park environment shall oe adhered to.
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9. That environmental quality shall be qualified and

defined properly as part of regional planning procedure.

10. That the government shall have enough finance to 

support regional planning programmes.

11. That any regional planning efforts in the Western 

Province cannot afford to overlook the influence of 

the Rift Valley as a single resource zone.

12. That there shall be conserted efforts by concerned 

Sectors to improve other social hindrances like 

illiteracy, diseases, population pressure and protide 
necessary social amenities fbr the development of the

population.

(iii) LIMITATIONS: The attempts of the study and the
yimplementation of the findings and recommendations is 

limited by the following factors

1. Limited involvement of the regional planning Programme.

2. Under-estimation of the magnitude of the plysical problems.

3. Research - (i) Limited research work by other disciplines.
(ii) Too much involvement into "Pure" research.
(iii) Limited cooperation or clear line of 

action between those involved in research 
and those involved in the application
of the findings.

(iv) The ability of the concerned field officers 
to apply the findings of the research
workers
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k. Adverse attitudes of the various developers in the 
area.

5• Limited financial resources.

6. Limited vital data at county level.

7. Inability of the local residents to understand or 

appreciate planning efforts and intentions.

8. The ability of local planning Programme in accordance 

with the legal framework.

9. Inability to prove temporaly when physical planning 

action is necessary.

(iv) uIPOTIiLLIL: Prom the above problem a hypothesis has
«

been derived around which the study shall try to revolve: -

"The exploitation of local natural resources for the 

maximisation of Profits and benefits has been taken 
as a desired end that will continue to operate in 

Busongora and the Western Rift Valley of Uganda. The 

full maximisation of the benefits is today complicated
.

and retarded by problems whose dimensions reach farther 

than the span of a single resource exploiting enterprise. 
This problem shall be solved vhen all the resource 

exploitation an activities in the area will be made 

to operate within the confines of an integrated 

development Programe.

Fight now a Regional Planning Programed is under formulation in 

the Department of Town and Country Planning of the Ministry of
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Provincial Administration* in Uganda. It is hoped that this 

stud/ vill go a long way to halp in the fomulation of the 

Development Plan for Ruvenzori District in particular ana the 

Western Province at large. In addition then are a number of 

other areas over the country where the study can give an 

insight into the prevailing physical problems.

(v) KKTH0D0LQG1; At the regional level planning is concerned 

vithi-

(i) Assessment of resources for optimum utilisation.

(ii) Transport and ecramunieation network that is necessary 

to wove people, roods and services intro-regionally and 

inter-regionally.
(tii) Urban development and rural settlements in terns of regional 

population distribution pattern.

(iv) Infrastructure development.

This study is basically concerned with the first analysis - that 
of assessment of resources for optimum utilization. The overriding 

objective is to assess the potential resources of the Rift Valle/ 

and BuBongors County as a case study, show the extent of their 

development and utilisation and demonstrate hov a comprehensive 
integrated leaning programme can help to secure the Maximum Practical 

degree of the economy. Busongora County has been used as a luana- 

gable smell administrative unit for the study. This is in line 

with national economic planning vhich bases its planning on 

administrative areas. The major regional planning unit is the
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Western Province. It has been assumed that a Regional Development 

Plan for the Province shall be made in the near future. However, 

an understanding of resource occurence and development cannot 

be complete without understanding of the Rift Valley resource 

region context to which the county fonts part.

An assessment of resources alone cannot forr a development plan 
for any area. Hence the study should not be construed as 

a development plan but as a partial fulfilment towards a development 
plan for Ruvenzori District and the Western Province. The 

assessment of other factors can be added to it to form a 

complete whole that is necessary fbr a development plan. Hence 
the assessment of other infra and surpra development in the 

area of study has only been dealt with generally for just to 
improve the understanding of the text.

/
Landuse has been added to the resource assessment not as a major 

component of the study but because it is a vital language 

through which physical planning expresses itself.

The First Chapter is a background study which attempts to demonstrate 

that comprehensive integrated development planning based on 

various sectoral developments which are scattered in the rural 

areas of Uganda as local natural resources exploiting activities 

for optimization of economic gains is possible. Aiunber of sectoral 

developments but not all have been sighted as examples.

The second chapter urgues the case of Busongora county in the 

regional context of the Rift Valley resource region and the 

Western Province administrative and economic planning reg ion . The



Rift Vall«y is s super-imposed region on the western side of 

the Western Province of Uganda. In this chapter the physical 

conditions of the Rift Valley are presented and the various 

natural resources. It is an analysis of the Reift Valley 
environment.

The third chapter turns to Busongora country as a case study. First 

the potential resources are analysed to present the resource 

base of the county. Five resources are dealt with - wildlife, 

minerals, Fisheries, Agriculture and forestry and the him an popula

tion. Secondly the extent of the development of the resources 

and their utilization in the county and national context is 
analysed.

The third section looks at 'lie quantum of problems generated 

by the enterprises which exploit these resources according 

to the areas where they are based. The ureas are delimited 

as resource exploitation bases and form a resource exploitation 
activity pattern.

The fourth chapter concerns itself with findings in the first 
instance then goals and objectives to achieve them and a 

strategy for implementation. The last section is a general 
conclusion to the work done.

The material for this study was called by both field work and a 

library study. The time and financial resources were not adequate 

for an extensive field work survey. A questionnaire interview 

was conducted in the settlements within the national park. The 

total population of the settlements in the national Park was 7&53 by
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1969 Population Cantu*. Tha total that vat interriavad vat 

200 paopla. Thia makes a sample percentage of 2,5S. Tha results 
of tha survey are contained in tha last section of Chapter III.

Other field vork in fora of verbal interviews and visits to 

sites for first hand assessment of present conditions.

(vi) DEFINITIONS: For the sake of clear understanding, a

few definitions should be made at the outset. This is 
a definition of terns which appear in the working of 

the topic for the study.

(a) resource Appraisal: to appraise a resource is to determine

and evaluate its usefulness to a cossa unity that utilise
it or is intended to utilise it at a given material 
ties.

(b) Maximisation: Maximisation in this case is in terms
/

of utilisation. To talk of maximisation is to talk of 
a trend upwards towards the most desired conditions.

In this case maximisation is understood as an inherent 
desire of the economic exploitation of resources for 
economic efficiency.

(c) A region: a region is an area of land or a rone possessing
characteristics which make it a readily identifiable entity.

In last Africa by virtue of mere site areas have been

adopted as suitable units for some particular purpose of
business sad administration. It is also an area which it
homo geneous in respect of some particular set of associated

conditions whether of the lend or the people. A region 
could be natural or artificial.
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(d) Derelopipcnt: a process whereby a series of shared

expectations in a society institutes a move to 

achieve the expectations and extend then to the members 
of the society.

(a) Integrated regional development: concerns itself with

relationships of the spectrim of related communities 

on a regional basis. From the villages to the towns 

in a region there is a relationship which needs a 

plan. The plan, therefore, is concerned with 

cordinating the growth of various areas to form an 

integral part of a balanced region.

(vii) x;LLR1̂ .1 ■ Ite&nAKCitU/: In Uganda, the Third Five fear

Development Flan Dub-Committee on Regional Planning

and Analysis in its study, of "Assessment of Regional
V

Aspects of Planned Development", did extensive study of 

resources of Uganda. Ita findings and recosnendations 
are contained in various reports in tne Ministry of 

Planning «nd rx G n o m ic  Development, Entebbe. Though 

these studies widely deal with the resources of the 

country, they lack the physical content.
I

Research on the agriculture practiced on Ruwenrori 

Mountains was carried out by J.D. Parsons and is 

contained in the Memoirs of the Research Division of 
the Ministry of Agriculture, Series 3 

Agriculture Practical in Uganda; Prober U - Montane
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Systems - i960. There is not much planning information in 

it and the research is now old. Parsons wrote another article, 

"Agricultural Systems" in J.D. Jameson Agriculture in Uganda. 

London, Oxford University Press, 1970 pp. 127 - 138.

D. N. Zala did A Study of Bukangama Copper Ore bodies- KilemhP 

Mine. Uganda for his M.Sc. Thesis for submission to the University 

of Nairobi (1972 July). The study is too scientific for planning 

purposes. Aspects of historical mining in the country can be 

obtained from, A.L. Job, "Mining in Uganda" Uganda Journal

Vol. 31 No. 1 1967.

J . M. Boyd has comments on Management and Research in the 

National Parks of Uganda in his book: "Travels in the Middle 

East and East Africa": Enquiries into (l) The Establishment

of National Parks in the Heshemite Kingdom of Jordan
/ x /(2) Management and Research in the National Parks, Game Reserves 

and Cattle Ranches in Uganda, Kenya and Tanzania". Edinburgh: 

Nature Conservancy 1965. Nuffield Travelling Fellowship.

P.B.M. Ouma did a research on "The Evolution of the Tourist 

Trade in East Africa". East African L ite ra tu re  Bureau Nairobi, 

1970.

E. L. Edroma, Chief Research Officer of the Uganda Institute of 

Ecology at Mweya has done extensive research on Ecological 

Problems in Ruwenzori National Park. His work on Copper Pollution 

in Ruwenzori National Park is contained in the "Journal of Applied

Ecology" Volume II, 197*+. Another Paper appears in the Proceedings
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of the Workshop organised by the United Nations African Institute 

for Economic Development and Planning on "Environment and Rural 

Development in East Africa", at Bairobi during lHh to 30th 

November.

A Landuse Study for all counties of Uganda has been carried 

out by £. W. Langlanda and appear? in "A Preliminary Review 

of Landuae in Uranda" Occasional Paper No. 43, Department of 

Geography, Makerere Universityv 1971. Professor Langlands in 
his Bibliography notes for his forthcoming book, "Uganda in Maps", 

has an extensive coverage of Literature on Geographical aspects 

of Uganda.

In Kenya, "Development of Laau", a progress report of the Working 

Party, Ministry of Finance and Planning is very much related 
on conservation aspects. The "Rift Valley Province Develo;.~est Plan." 

Department of Physical Planning of Ministry of Lands and 

Settlement, Nairobi, is also of some relevance.

In Tanzania, the "Lindi Region Integrated Development Plan", for 

the Tear 1975/76 to 1979/60 is of some relevance.



C H A P T E R  I

BACKGROUND STUDY:

• •1 National Economic Planning and the Development of Natural

Resources:
The origin of all wealth in a country is ultimately its

•esources. And Planning the evaluation of resources is a pre-condition 

'or development planning. Before the development intent of any given 
irea can be worked out into a plan, the pre-requisital must is to 
issess the potential natural resources. Consequently, the capital 
Inputs as the generators of the anticipated development can be appraised.

The role to formulate development plans or policies in Uganda«
falls under the shoulders of the District Planning Committees. The 

Jistrict Planning Committees originated from the colonial era Districtl
Teams which were established in every district of Uganda. The colonial 
»ra District Teams were not very much concerned with projected planned 
ichemes for the development of the districts. Their main concern was 
rith maintenance and care to preserve the interest of the colonial 

jovernment in the whole country. The District Teams were the custo- 
lians of the development that took place in the districts as the 
Incidental outcome of the colonial authorities. Primary interest to

ianufactured goods from the metropolitan country.
The present day District Planning Committees are supported 

,n the basis of efforts to grapple with the exercise of comprehensive 

planning which is concerned with the description of the state of

relationship8« At the national level it was deemed that comprehensive

collect raw materials and preserve their colonies as markets for

projection into the future and the establishment of inter

planning can be successfully achieved through decentralization of the 

Panting machinery* Decentralization is the result of the desire to 

*v* * high degree of intimacy with local conditions of the various



p a rte  of the country. The idea is that the local people have a better 
understanding of their environment. Thus the aim has been to involve the 

officials of the various ministries residing in the districts and the 

people of the districts into planning. The district has received a 

wider attention as a small unit of decentralized planning.
The field officers who comprise the District Planning Committees 

are concerned with preparing projects or schemes that they deem necessary 

for the development of the districts in which they serve. The recommen
dations of the District Planning Committees are submitted to the 
Regional Planning Office and from the Regional Planning Office to the
National Planning Office. The district Projects are finally approved

*or disapproved at the national level. The whole planning efforts of
I I  I fthe District Planning Committees can be summarized as Rural Planning 
operating through the development of uncordinated sectoral Projects 
carried out by the various Ministries. Hence national economic planning 
has tended to develop natural resources through separate efforts of 

concerned ministries but through committees of planners.
I ! L  1 /1.2 Lack of Integrated Planned Action:

The kind of rural Planning and Development that we witness 
in Uganda to-day is circumstantial and not borne of the intent for 

integrated rural and regional development. The financial resources for 
sectoral developments are alloted relative to the expected national 
Rains as is dictated by the existing space economy and economic profit
ability of the available natural resource or resources. For a resource 
far deep in the periphery to attract public investment it must be of 

•xceptional economic profitability like a mineral or exceptionally 
4nique like game (wildlife). Resources widely extensive like arable 
*®nd demand less and less attention relative to their degree of 

Peripher«lity• This induces planning decay relative to peripherality.
fbere is 'the danger of an officer residing far from the centre turning
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! some projects year after year with less attention paid to them.

Integrated action to develop rural natural resources as 

ilonging to a single organization which is the government is still 

icking* It has already been mentioned that national economic planning 

is hitherto only resulted into sectoral developments. Decentralization 

r the planning machinery implemented through District Planning Committees

is not yet achieved comprehensive rural planning. The prime force to 

aral development has continued to be the availability of nationally 

eonomically profitable natural resources. National economic planning 

|is been dictated upon by the objective of economic efficiency. And 

s long as economic planning shall remain the only planning efforts in 

he rural 'areas of Uganda there shall not be comprehensive integrated 

rogrammes. >Vhat is necessary is cordinated efforts to solve both 

conomic and physical problems in the space economy. This can be attained 

hen there are Regional Integrated Development Programmes and these can 

hly be initiated through Regional Planning.

• 3 The Inadequacy ‘of Sectorial Planning as is Exemplified through

the Agricultural Sector.

Development is a critical issue of developing countries and 

ainly because of the rapidity with which we are to cope up with the 

roblem. The rapidity breeds pressure, little room for thought, experi- 

entation, strategy formulation and implementation. As we grope for 

olutions to our problems we sometimes find ourselves confronted by 

leri°us shortcomings - shortcomings of things we may have taken for 

>ranted from the beginning.

Sectoral initiatives are supposed to induce development by 

Ejecting leading innovative forces into the existing traditional 

^uctures. The traditional structure is supposed to adopt aspects of 

^ernization from the introduced projects and thus achieve a faster 

c® uPwards. Thus today we find various projects springing up to deal
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jith the problem of increased development for rural areas in Uganda, 

iome of these projects intended for modernization have been in the agri- 

jultural sector.

One of the major problems still facing Uganda today is how to 

^nprove the standard of farming which is still retarded by the need for 

ach individual farmer to produce the bulk of the food requirements of 

he family. There are desires to improve on the rural peasant farmers' 

tandards of farming so that they can generate more income for themselves., 

he desire to improve the standards of farming has resulted into agri- 

ultural projects being injected into the rural areas but unfortunately 

ithout comprehensive planning. It seems that improved standards as an 

pd are geared to as a blessing that will come automatically once the 

rojects are started. Yet without proper planning, much effort may be 

isted without scarcely anything achieved.

The case for agricultural modernization becomes more critical 

ten we consider the people who are involved at the grass roots; the 

lasants. In many developing countries agricultural production'seems to 

» a prerogative of the peasants, as it were. And improvement of the 

;andards of farming to incorporate modern technologies and modern 

andards of organization certainly involves a change of life for the 

•asants. The speed at which the modern standards are introduced may 

«ed strenous results. For most peasants, subsistence agriculture is 

t merely an occupation or a source of income but a way of life. The 

°cess of agricultural production is intimately bound up with the way

of many producers and with the organization of rural communities, 

y change in the methods of production means a change in the peasants’ 

y of life. This necessitates the (use of systematic planning applying 

tools of integrated modern, technical, physical, economic, social,

| tional and political inputs. The peasant farmer must be taught 

.* comprehend and accept changes. Yet the necessity of rapid
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tittle
transformation of the economy gives us^time for detailed comprehensive 

plans with the result that most of our projects for development of the 

rural areas are mere injections of innovations into the rural areas 

though with high hopes for success.

0f farming was to organize group farming. Group farms started seriously 

in 1963 in the then Northern Region but were soon extended to the 

western Region too. Group farms were started basically because of three 

reasons 1 —

in particular sections of the country.

(3) pilot programmes to introduce the long range emphasis

needed to complement existing programmes.

G'ne can see that the goals are quite noble. Infact group farms were 

supposed to result into new forms of rural settlements utilizing modern 

technology for farming and loans from Uganda Credit and Savings Bank.

tization is run through the primary marketing cooperatives.

return.

To the peasant farmer the object of the group farm is purely

One of the methods conceived in Uganda to improve the standards

to
(l) As experimental solutions ameliorate current

rural development problems.

(2) As agronomic measures to accelerate development

s are signed between the cooperative concerned and the Director

Agricu]_ture< The Agreements lay down what the Department of Agri- 

culture is to provide to the members and what the members should do in

Rn exercise into innovations. New principles and constraints are 

Introduced to him. There is the use of a special set of bylaws, the 

eiving of loans, use of planned land divided into plots and marked

into strips for tractor usage, management and administrative 

rsonnel and continued meetings to explain what the scheme is all
0

> bout** an<i how to proceed. These are completely new things from the
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government's organizations intentions which are superimposed above the 

peasants' traditional knowledge pattern of agriculture. The officials 

are creatly concerned with seeing that the by-laws are followed and that 

the loans are secure. Basically the officials' concern is not very much 

to educate the farmer to adopt to the introduced conditions. For the 

peasants, their worries are about their being able to produce much to 

earn them adequate income than they have earned before. Their major 

I concern lies in the scheme being able to generate greater incomes. Thus 

there lies the dichotomy between the two groups' expectations with no 

I one to mitigate its vigour.

At this point we shall go farther and introduce one isolated 

example of a group farm to illustrate what a wide scope of planning that 

I was necessary but was left incomplete. This is the A'aiga Group farm in 

I the iVestern Region of Uganda, fraiga is a river in North Bunyoro situated
i

I in Bujenje county, in the north. iVaiga Group farm was started in 1965 

I in a riverine area about eight miles from the nearest existing settlements. 

I"aiga Group.farm is today a rural piecemeal planning that is pn a downward 

I trend. The failure of the A'aiga Group farm came about because alot of 

social, economic and physical aspects were either left unconsidered or 

[taken for granted from the beginning. Below are enlisted the various 

[Problems why the Waiga group farm failed:- 

 ̂* 3 • 1 Inability to use previous experience:

A’aiga group farm was not the beginning of group farms in 

panda. Much could already have been learnt from the Northern Region 

r° av°id unnecessary mistakes. Even in Bunyoro itself group farms had 

already started in some other parts of the district. Thus group farms
W £ Y* a continuing to spread in Uganda without utilization of the practical 

paowledge of the farms that had started earlier on. The .Vaiga group farm 

Projected on the same theoretical conceptions that were perceived 

the time of inception with no application of experiences elsewhere.



V- r i  ?ri ■■'ocio-°cor.orric C ond i t ions  :

The group farm was started among the Bagungu people who live 

Lake Mobutu flats (formerly Lake Albert). The people are largely 

shermen. Agriculture as a means of earning income is given low con- 

Jerations. Tilling of the soil is mainly left to the women and mainly 

,r the sake of producing food. The Lake is the desired object for 

icome earning, especially among vigilant youngmen. However, together 

1th fishing, the greatly desired occupation, some production of cotton, 

he only cash crop in the area, is carried on. Oldmen who cannot 

anage the intensive labour that fishing demands stick to cotton produc- 

ion. 3esides, fishing needs a lot of investment initially. Some 

oung men who have not accumulated enough capital for "take-off" in 

he fishing industry will stick to cotton growing too. Some rich fisher- 

len may also substantiate their income by producing cotton using hired 

labour. The women are the only life-long cotton growers.

Thus according to the traditional economy of the area, the

group farm being an agricultural project, its viability depended on how
y

well it compared with fishing, as an income generating venture. Luckily 

(enough, the produces of the initial years were tremendously good though 

very many problems were encountered. Had it not been because of the 

i short sighted planning, the group farm may have gained a strong stand.
I o>°ome of the problems would have been looked into from the beginning.

Distance to the Group Farm:

The Group farm was started eight miles away from the nearest 

®ettlements. At the beginning, the distance may not have seemed a 

Problem because the first people to be involved were men who were using 

bicycles to travel to the site. The use of bicycles in 3ugungu is very 

Prevalent because of the flatness; and this sometimes gives people an 

^■iusion on objective distances. I am sure if this scheme was to be in 

bher parts of Bunyoro where the landscape is hilly and where there is
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ruch thick vegetation, eight miles distance would have been resented by 

many from th® beginning.

As time went by and tending to crops necessitated more labour, 

the question of distance became more crucial and realistic. The worst 

time was reached when the picking period started. A big number of 

people were needed for the work. The Waiga Group farm was not meant 

for settlement as other schemes in Bunyoro. It was modelled on the 

<orthcrn Region type where people were to commute to the farm. The 

Jagungu people are partly cattle keepers too and do not settle on the 

Land they till. The area near homes is left to animals to graze.

Sardens are usually loca-ted two to three miles away from homes. There

fore, settlement on the scheme would have met with a lot of resistance, 

besides the scheme was started in a non-cattle grazing area because of

tsetse infestion. Thus, the factor of cattle keeping did not render 

people "loose" enough to shift their homes; to the extent that some 

people were to commute even from as far as ten miles away to do the

pork on the group farm. Transportation proved to be a very big menace.
/

A few people would manage to get on the bus to Hoima or Kasindi town.

Put people going longer distances were usually prefered to those who 

Perely wanted to go to the group farm. Many were usually left behind, 

►hich would be after their spending some of the morning time waiting 

»°r the buses. Some would go on bicycles, but these were few too' because 

®f the limited carrying capacity of the bicycle. Those who felt physically 

^it enough would go on foot. Therefore, it became pertinently clear that

rettlement, at least of a temporary nature, had .to be put up on the farm, 
packs were hurriedly erected to shelter people.

°torare of the Cotton:

Not only the housing of people was at stake. Sven the cotton 

e itself could not be carried home for storage. Stores had to
m

instructed on the site. These were some of the oroblems which could

f *3.^

Poduc
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kave been considered from the beginning. At least shelter of a camping 

nature should have been anticipated. After all the Bagungu are used to 

living in fishing camps; then why not agricultural camps? One would 

have expected the case to have been clear from the beginning, but it 

seems it never occured so to both the farmers and the officials. Infnct 

the question of storage became so pertinent that even cotton buying 

stores had to be constructed on the site.

1,3.5 Provision of daily amenities:

Once the people had decided to stay on the site, obviously 

the problem of provision of amenities for daily living set in.

The people had to eat and drink to maintain their lives.

..ater, regardless of its health hazards, could easily be got from iVaiga 

river near which the scheme had been started, but food was nowhere in 

the vicinity. It had to be obtained from the usual gardens back at 

home. The daily food of the Bagungu is cassava and fish. Cassava is 

mainly made into a thick porridge. Before the cassava reaches a 

final eating stage, alot goes into it - uprooting, peeling, drying and 

pounding. Since the cassava was situated for this would involve 

travelling and therefore diverting from work on the farm on part of 

women. The fish too had to be fetched from fishing camps which were far 

from the farm. Thus the provision of food which became eminent as more 

people began to settle on the farm because of increased demand for 

l°bour, proved distractive to the very much needed manpower. Since the 

| aiGa group farm did not start off as a settlement scheme, the food
had to continue coming from far because the time when the people went

| settle on the farm was during dry season when planting of some of
food

► •3.6
crops could not happen.

Puties at home:

The maintenance of the homes and food producing plots farther
Hay were other distractive factors. The food gardens needed care.
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Much labour was needed at the cotton farm ending up into many people 

0f a household involved transfering to the group farm. Only the 

ckildren ar.d in most case8 one adult could be left to look after the 

home2* In comparison with those who were not involved in the farming, 

the homes of the group farmers began to deteriorate. The household 

heads or men who usually maintained the houses were away. Security 

of the homes when most people were away was of concern too. This 

created a situation whereby the people could not live contented on the 

farms*they were working. They were always worried of what might be 

taking place back at home, especially the adults. •Vorking on the 

group farm brought division among household members with some people 

living on the farm while others stayed at home. Child labour which is 

usually beneficial in picking cotton could not be utilized because the 

majority of the children went to school. If the group farm was not far 

the children would have 'worked on Saturdays as is usually the case.

hut distance was a retarding factor. The children had to be at school
/

five days a week. On Sunday they were to report for church service.

If they went to the farm on Saturday they would spend most of the time 

in travelling to and from the farm. In which case they would not be of 

ttuch valuable service. Therefore, the best was to simply leave them 

®t home.

1,5,7 Zacllitics for daily shopping:

Man does not require food and water only for living. Some 

F°re problems were to present themselves. Daily shopping became
*noth

time
er requirement in the area. Shopping became more required as

went by and more people settled on the farm. Some people who had

Ped substantial income during the first year harvests put up some«
6hops to remedy the situation and enhance their incomes too.
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1,3»8 Lonr term considerations:

Settling in the area was made more permanent by members of 

the Alur tribe v/ho migrated to the place to settle ns outgrower farmers 
(usually associated with tea and sugar estates in Sast Africa). Many 

more Gagungu followed too and settled in the neighbourhood of the group 
farm because the first year harvests had proved that the area was a very 

good land for cotton growing. The word of the success of the area 

spread and people hurriedly went to open up plots in the area in hope 

of big incomes in the future. This was a time when cotton as a cash 

crop was given a boosted acknowledgement in Bugungu. It gained recogni

tion never seen before. Besides, the Lake today is becoming increasingly 

negative in its returns. People have to find a resort to end this may 

have been an occasion to make -Vaiga Group farm a real teeming rural 

agricultural Project generated of the desire to create conducive 

planned rural development. The area whichl*today settled by the 

Bagungu is suffering a deterioration in soil fertility. And since the 

farm was started in virgin riverine fertile soils better than''those of 

the present settlements perhaps some people would have shifted for ever 

to settle on a better agricultural land. The failure of the group farm 

curtailed such developments which would have taken place. Planning for 

future development is sometimes an exercise which necessitates broad 

imaginative multifarious thinking. One project can be utilized to 

encompass many other ends.

^*^•9 Unplanned Gettlinr?

The rash to the A’aiga riverine group farm saw not only group
/*
pming but also group settlement. 3edause it was a wild virgin area

°st of the houses were built in one place resulting into a conglomerated

*^tlemont rarely seen in rural areas. The area chosen for settlement 
Wei ̂ s°on £o be surrounded by cotton plots offering little room for 

Pension, The result was a very congested settlement which may be
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L erwed as a rural slum. The congested aspect was typical of what one 
Lees in rural slums. Life in the settlement was hectic too. At first 
Lome people liked it because it seemed a source of excitement in a rural 
[dull lif® of the countryside. It turned out to be one of the major 
alcohol consuming areas in Bugungu. The local brew is generally 
prepared by women. Thus women, especially single women, quickly moved 
in to tap the new market. Many more people moved in just for the sake 
of merry making. Lome people would stay under the guise of helping 
their relatives. Some crimes and misconducts were committed too.- 
i-evertheless, they were at a minimal. People still adhered to rural 
standards of sticking to proper social conduct. The majority of the 
people knew each other by face and would be worried of what the neigh
bours would say if they were to misbehave. The maintenance of good 
social order can be appreciated by the fact that within the settlement 
there were no law enforcing officials. The people were still responsible 
to the chiefs back at home quite a distance away. The major snag of 
the area was the physical conditions. People were congested together 
haphazardly without good physical spacing. The Department of agricul
ture by-laws were only for the cotton plots but not for the settled 
area since settlement was not initially designed for. There were no 
latrine facilities. The area around the settlement was awfully dotted 
by human dung - a very sickening sight indeed. At night people would 
even deposit dung in the neighbouring plots which was a menace to the 
owners. Garbage in form of house refuse and cotton litter started to 
accumulate in open spaces within the neighbourhood. The garbage and 
rain would make a very awful sight.
^ ^ ®  Further Comments;

Thus without even questioning the fundamental nature of the 
8rouP farm as an ingredient of proper rural development, we find that 
Very many problems were related to it once the project was started.
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An ingredient of development like a rural project has aspects economic, 
social and physical related to it. In case of the >Vaiga group farm the 
Department of Agriculture was to assist in planning for some of the 
aspects economical. It also had an attempt on physical ones like the
layout of the plots and the location of the entire farm. However, the

.
physical planning of the area was too limited to be of extensive 
benefit. A lot of social aspects were left unhandled. '.'.'hen you come 
to think about it you realise that cordinate efforts of various depart
ments to handle aspects social,economic and physical was necessary.
The project needed taking into consideration comprehensively many aspects 
the planning of the area in connection to aspects related to settlements 
in °'Ugungu, the social aspects of the people, the general ecological 
conditions of the area, the economic understanding and aspirations of 
the people and the future implications of the farm on general develop
ment. This is what is called area-based comprehensive planning.

Furthermore, one of our mistakes in agricultural modernization
y

ana other aspects of rural development is the desire to want to simply 
substitute the traditional pattern of agriculture by a pattern based 
on technological and operative features which have little in regard to 
the ecological setting. And in this ecological setting the biggest 
6 ress should be man - the peasant farmer for whom the development is 
Intended. The transformation of agriculture is not due to technology 
r ne* Pecuniary capital investment should advance in combination with 
I r®v°lution in the institutional structure and profound economic and 
■ changes. Otherwise, the advancement of agricultural modernization
i f Ugh ^  will not be totally hopeless, will be difficult enough.
;any * our rural projects for development 

dotted injections into rural areas. I-

may remain not more than 
lot could have been achieve d

py the IV Group farm if broad imaginative planning had been applied 
| 8tatively, right from the beginning.
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1.5 Thr: r,; ■ . Ir." -r.'ted Planned Action:

Kural planning through sectoral developments and separate 

plans for urban centres are hardly a solution for economic development 

though some economic growth may be achieved. The various dimensions of 

development have to be unified into integrated planning and implementa

tion efforts. Vi'e need integration of the economic sectoral planning 

and physical planning programmes to achieve unified implementation.

■»e have to realise and stress the interconnectedness of the issues we 

are dealing with, i-'ost of the problems, if not all, of poverty, economic 

progress, population growth, uncontrolled urbanization, rural stagnation, 

mass unemployment, mass migration to cities and threat to natural environ

ment for which we are daily groping for solutions are highly inter

connected. -or us of the developing world, they form a very menacing 

vicious circle.

1.6 •■■ectoral Projects as the basis for Conprenenslve Integrate 

Planninr:
/

Knowing that natural resources as the basis for development 

and economic growth are never ubiquitous in kind and intensity sectoral 

Projects can be used as starting points for comprehensive planning v/ith 

intent to achieve spread of modernization through diffusion of innova

tions. Sectoral projects should be planned to become integrative 

Actors of their environment with the projects being treated as a 

5eries of elementary innovations which will become organized into

innovative clusters and finally into large scale systems of innovation.
■̂hi *8 is the bottom-up grass root planning that begins from the beginning.

*"acti it is tautology to say that rural planning should begin from the

u Sinning, except to emphasize the fact. We have in the countryside 
Scatter<»aea investments that can form the nucleii for comprehensive
PUnning..
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‘ ij1,6.1 Service Centres:
These are in the form of local administrative centres (county 

and sub-county headquarters), schools, trading centres and rural 

jjgppitala. These can be the starting points for comprehensive semi- 
urban areas capable of being the basis for providing the amenities of 

town in the villages. The service centres should be transformed into 
stimulants of rural developments rather than isolated islands of 

modern life. ' 1

1.6.2 Agricultural Estates:
Two examples will be quoted here to pinpoint the empirical 

realities of the argument.
, (a) Bugambe Tea Estate: This estate is to be found in South

Bunyoro District of the western Province, west of Hoima town. The 
estate was located purely on the basis of suitable environmental

•f
conditions and expected economic gains from tea sales. The area where 
it was situated was relatively remote in the sense that it was least
inhabited, and, therefore, with poor communication connections. There

/
was only an earth truck lading to the area at the time the project 
was begun. The bridges were unreliable. The project was entirely a 
government investment. A big area was cleared for tea growing and when 
the tea was nearly mature a factory was put up. Labour was needed for 
Picking the tea and for work in the factory. News for employment 
opportunities at tho estate begun to spread and people soon flocked to 
the area. To begin with, a few went, hut the whole venture became so 
romanticised that a great many people shifted to the area.

Not enough housing facilities were available to the labourers 
 ̂ least the low income earners. They soon constructed their own to 

not a few have today turned as their permanent or semi-permanent
horn
Th

•«» Businessmen too were soon aware of a new market to be tapped, 
y rushed to the area to put up shops, restaurants and bars. Food
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marketing became increasingly geared to the area. And today one of the 

befit pop-music band in Bunyoro has its base in 3ugambe. Farmers were 

also soon to realize an opportunity for new investments and improvement. 

They hurried to the vicinity to open up land for tea growing. Thus 

today the estate has many outgrowers around it.

Bugambe has turned out to be an important rural-urban- 

industrial growth in 3unyoro in sectoral development thought. However, 

most of the improvements have been geared to the economic efficiency 

motive only. There is lack of comprehensive integrated multi-disciplinarj 

planning- to accomodate both economic and social practical problems. The 

estate gives an opportunity for a number of nationals to fulfil their 

economic motives. However, for the estate to become a significant 

full-fledged factor of development it should also play a role in the 

development of human settlement habitat. There should be planning to
i

accomodate a number of social requirements like housing, water, 

education, roads, other transportation facilities and health facilities.

(b) Kjnvnra Surer Estate: The second example is from North

3unyoro District, twelve miles from Masindi town. The estate was 

started recently as a project for more sugar production in Uganda, 

inyara was recognized from the early days as an area conducive for 

Ugar growing. Host of the sugar is today mature for harvest and a 

factory has been put up.

However, barely than four years old, the scheme has already

^©gun to show desirable signs of rural development in terms of urban 
dsveln°pment and job provision. A ^ood number of people are employed 

estate to attend to the sugar cane production. Bmploynent
s ta t o h off with a group of people who were to work on construction of
houses
area.

These were soon followed by tractor drivers to open up the 

hen more people were drawn to work on the building of the

>Vhen the factory goes into production some core people will
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I be needed to cut and load the sugar enne and some to man the trucks 

carrying 3u;;ar cane to the factory. Today quite a rood number of 

^grants are living in Kinyarn and a settlement, which is emerging 

linto a promising urban centre has started by the roadside. Very many 

residential houses dotted around have come up. ohops nave been erected 

ond many more are under construction. Infact for anybody in Bunyoro 

in search of locating a retail trade enterprise, it is one of the most 

promising lucrative choices to utilize.

It can be seen that various multi-dimensional types of 

icvelopments come to conglomerate around the estates or some other 

sectoral projects. Bence the projects as stimulants of economic develop- 

lents in the areas they are situated. However, these projects lack 

omprehensive planning to accomodate more than economic aspirations, 

he projects arc infact basically for piecemeal solving of one or two 

eonomic desires. This study advocates that once such projects have

tarted there should be developed plans to deal with both economic/
»d social practical problems of the projects. In that way the 

'ejects shall play a conducive role in the development of their 

lvironments or the country side.

' • 3 ■••esett.lem^r.t schemes:

For more than two decades resettlement schemes have been1 

dertaken in Uganda. Resettlements have been of two types:-

(a) Individual holding Schemes:- 

19^9 - Settling landless people in South Busoga.

195^ - Settling landless people from higezi to other

parts of Kigezi and Ankole.

1955-61 - Settling people in areas cleared of tsetse
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1959-66 r  Settlement of refugees at Koboko, Bombo,

Kiburaro, Nakepiripirit, Onigo, Nakivali,
Kyangwali and Oruchinga.

(b) Scheduled Production Schemes:- i 
I960 - Kubuku Irrigation Scheme.

S 196** - Settlement of school leavers at Hyakashasha.
196^ - Ranching Schemes.

, These various schemes in rural areas can be used as the 

basis for comprehensive rural development planning. Since these schemes 
are used to open up virgin areas, a lot of planning can go into them 

as the projects proceed. Resettlement schemes should be utilized to 
bring benefits to much larger areas than themselves. They can be 
mode to act as stimulants to a diffusion of innovative processes in 

their surroundings.
The major snag is that most of these schemes have been set

at quite long distances from already established settlements. One
/

could urgue that these distances may be necessary to avoid antagonisms
that may crop up between the already established members in the areas 
who consider the places as theirs by a birth of right and the newcomers 

as Intruders. However, are resettlers to be condemned to isolation as 
If they were dangerous commodities. A reasonable distance can be 

n-p;otiated between the old members and those concerned with planning 

new settlements. Judging by the long list of people wishing to 
^°fn some of .these schemes like Mubuku, it can be seen that some old 

*leme® have already demo6trated desirable results and resettlement 
may be welcomed rather than repelled.

Most of the schemes especially the individual holding schemes
ha

**e®n started to solve a prevailing urgent problem with no pro- 

Cted lnt«ntions. The emergent problems are solved as they arise 

Infact in initial stages the settlers have met with
nth
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hardships* especially as authorities have not thought seriously on 
providing certain social amenities. Most of the amenities came years 

after. Planning does not go very much far than deciding the locations. 
So that resettlements, especially individual holding schemes have 

apread nothing more than schemes that merely spread a traditional 
agrarian system over new land.

Peri-Urban Development:
9

On the urban side there is also a mode of recent development 
that needs consideration for comprehensive integrated planning. When 
for us in East Africa urban centres were started, they were not very 

much for our enjoyment. The Africans for most part were meant to 
keep off towns unless as performers of services necessary for the 
colonial masters. Today urbanisation is becoming so involved into 

our way of life. Let alone the big urban centres, there is a new 

phenomena emerging around these centres - that of Peri-urban develop

ments. Peri-urbans seem to be an emergent interesting phenomena that
can be utilized in planning to combine the urban and traditional/

sectors of development.

Peri-urbans are not around our big cities only. They are 
slowly beginning to show around our regional or provincial headquarters. 
nround these centres can be found villages which are neither entirely 

rural nor entirely urban. Some people have shifted to such areas and 

r* finding it possible to live without working the soil or being 
mployed in factories but by rendering certain services to the urban
w°rk9rs who live in the
drive 
"res

ln *4*
the

to these areas in
areas. Infact very many elites and the rich 
the evenings for socialization. In these 

fa the opportunity to mix freely with the people unlike it is 
city centres where life is very formal and sophisticated for 

eraE® man. Hence jpnji wonders, is the authentic African town

And if so why should w e  not develop compre-JU8t ^ginning to emerge^
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jjCnsivo plans for the development of such authentic African developments 

 ̂q Physical Planning as nart of Comprehensive Integrated Planning

Above some recapitulated accounts have been attempted to 

indicate various types of developments than can serve as starting points 

for comprehensive integrated planning and development. What is rarely 

understood and stressed in that physical planning should be part of 

comprehensive integrated planning programmes, especially in rural areas. 

However, meagre the attempts may be today, we cannot afford to avoid 

the integration of economic and physical planning. Planning can be 

greatly improved through a better cordination of government activities. 

The government as a countrywide monolithic decesion maker and entre

preneur, acts through various ministries and departments. Each ministry 

is charged with specific responsibilities. What is advocated here is 

not integration of ministries but cordination and corperation.

Since the 1960s, town planning which is the core line of 

physical planning, has undergone change or revolution. Town planning 

has advanced from emphasis on the shape of physical space, environmental 

design and graphic presentation and has added ideas of economic truths 

snd consequences. Physical planners have become more concerned with 

the functional bases of the urban environment as is exemplified by 

studies in transportation planning, economic base, planning for housing, 

and cost-benefit analysis. This has gone further to widen the scope 

°f physical planning making it draw from various disciplines. For 

rui*al development too not much can be achieved without understanding 

the authro-socio-economic elements that lie behind. For most part, 

Physical planning concerns itself with the detailed mundane factors 

the economy.

In terms of systems theory we have to realize we are dealing
With very broad spectra. We are dealing with open systems, with 

8r°wing field of knowledge influenced by aspects historical, present
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«nd future in the whole evolution of human development. Cnee we begin 

■ 0 talk ^mprehensive integrated planning, we are talking about a

complex contigent of knowledge for which obvious pathways nay not be 

easily visible until after an evolution of consistent research over 

time. "e shall find ourselves concerned with various aspects like 

regional analysis, urban sociology, decision theory, data processing, 

resource management and environmental conservation, 

g history of Kerional Planning in Uganda:

indicates that regional planning can be subjected to a process of thinking 

and re-thinking. whatever regions that emerge and are utilized for 

planning depends on the strategy that is developed at the particular 

period. efforts towards regional planning in Uganda can be traced 

back to 1963 to the coming of the first United Nations Planning Mission. 

The Mission was specifically charged with the duty of preparing a 

Waster Plan for the then Mengo Municipality. Their concern wa$ with a 

metropolitan region, therefore. The first mission recommended farther 

studies for the Kampala-Mengo area; the responsibility which was taken 

on by the Second United Nations Mission of 196̂ 4 - 19&5* “dopting the 

"homogenous factors" approach the Mission defined its planning regions 

°n these considerations:-

(1) The dominant sphere of influence of Kampala city.

(2) Significant Physical features.
1

(3) • Climatic and soil conditions.

(*t) Population density.

(5 ) Convenient administrative boundaries.

Then the mission proceeded to make a series of studies from

The history of regional and rural planning in Uganda clearly

Z*ich they made a number of recommendations. Some of the recommendations 

âve been pursued in the Kampala Master Plan.

Such work as had been started over the Kampala—Mengo Planning
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Metropolitan region was to be continued successively over Uganda

as is evidenced from the terms of reference for the Third United Nations

Mission of 1967» These were:-
(a) To produce a physical plan for Jinja Region.

,j (b) To produce a physical plan for the Mbale/Tororo

Region. ,

(c) To help in the implementation of the physical plan 
for the Kampala-Mengo Region.

The work of the third mission on the Kampala-Mengo area and 
Jinja area is contained in two reports:- t

(a) Report on the Present Land uses and Master Plan 

programme for Kampala. January 1966.

. (b) Report on Present Land uses and A First outline Master
Plan for Jinja and Njeru.

The United Nations Missions were in Uganda to initiate 

regional planning based on metropolitan regions. This type of 
planning if continued would be at variance with the existing national 
economic planning. The national economic planning in Uganda has the 

®drainistrative organizational structure as its spatial mode of reference. 
This type of planning would have continued and amplified discrepancies 

between economic and physical planning which would be very absurd in
the present limelight of continued urge of cooperation between t-he

types of planning.

Today regional planning has been instituted as part of the
j
°*n and Country Planning in Uganda. A country-wide overview as a
beui8 °n which regional planning is to proceed has been prepared.
The
n«ti

Present approach tries to integrate physical planning with the 

°n*l economic planning process. Like National economic planning
*8i<>nal planning is to proceed through the existing government
‘chin«ry. *
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The topmost concern of the ijgandan society at the time cf 

independence was how to govern itself and preserve its independence.

It was soon realized that the national independence had to be guaranteed 

by increased economic development. Thus rapid economic development 

became the second major concern. Ho-,'.’ever, to achieve a high rate 

of economic growth, economic development hod to be planned. lienee 

national economic planning was the third concern. <e can today say 

that we have reached a point where regional planning is going to be 

the fourth concern.
For national economic planning, industrialization, urbani

zation, agriculture and rural development have beer, and will continue 

to be at question. For physical planning the increased mundane problems 

of high rates of urbanization and the search for their solutions 

beyond the urban frontiers, the core-periphery relationships, the 

integration of sectoral rural developments into comprehensive regional 

and district plans, the inter and intra rerional relationships and 

peoples participation in the planning machinery are at question.
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C H A P T E R  I I_ .z:—-rr_ —- . - - - i ■~ *.**"*»7 i ■ . .. ■ 3»
THE REGIONAL CONTEXT:

The shape that the geographic space of Uganda is today can 

be said to be a result of historical accident, political expediency and 

administrative convenience. Political expediency and administrative 

convenience have continued to affect internal changes in the country.

At the time of independence Uganda was divided into fifteen districts. 

The districts were later on increased to eighteen by creating the 

districts of Sesei, Kadi and East and A'est Kengo out of the districts 

of Bugisu, A'est Nili and Kengo respectively. These eighteen districts 

were organized into the four regions of Northern, Eastern, Buganda and 

.Vestern. In 1972 a more drastic turn took place. Out of the four 

regions, ten regions (now called Provinces) were curbed. And the number 

of districts more than doubled to become 38 new ones; which means that 

each of the old administrative units was divided into at least two

districts. New forms of administrative units known as Sub-districts
/

also came into existence. Sub-counties number about eleven. Some

big counties became districts or sub-districts and some big sub-counties

became sub-districts.

Most statistical information in the country is kept according 

bo the administrative units. Prior to the 1972 administrative changes 

°ne could properly say that the country had remained as the most stable 

unit giving least alterations in terms of statistical data available. 

A°day many countioc have continued to retain their stability but some 

ones like Kilaka (divided into two) 3ugahva in 3unyoro (divided into 

bwo) and Burahya in Toro (Ntoroko part became part of a new district - 

*emliki) were affected by the recent administrative reforms. So 

k®* the least affected units today are the sub-counties. >• ith the 

ncrease in number of the administrative units recently the sub- 

Unty may be the most important unit for storage of data at the
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district level while the county together with the sub-districts, where 

they exist, will be vital for the regional level. The county, however, 

pay attain the supremacy because of its size which makes it less 

numerous districts and county over making it more suitable for both 

comprehensive economic planning which is more generalized and regional 

physical planning which concerns itself with detailed mundane problems.

The increase of administrative units in 1972 meant an increase 

of the minestrial field officers. So that in terms of rural and 

regional planning there will be an extensive coverage of the country.

Some places which may have been lacking coverage because of size will 

have to be brought into the picture. However, it must be said that for 

increased economic development the administrative machinery needs to 

be seconded with increased capital investments and planning involvement 

if a large magnitude has to be attained. In terms of physical planning, 

the lack of officers to implement planning procedures extensively will 

continue to be a hindrance.

Busongora county in western Uganda is one of the two counties 

which constitute Ruwenzori district. The district is a recent creation 

for it was part of Toro district before 1972. The whole of Toro district 

was divided into three districts of Toro, Semliki and Ruwenzori.

6ince the early 1960's the 3akonjo together with 3amba had started 

a secessionist movement against the Batooro. The 3akonjo and 3amba 

are more akin to each other and speak similar dialects which are least 

understood by the Batooro though they are all 3antu.

In 1094 Uganda became a Protectorate of Her Kajesty tueen

ctoria of Britain's Government. Prior to this, Uganda consisted

. a number of kingdoms and territories which were neither united 
'‘May.r one rule nor had properly defined boundaries. A series of 

®re«ments-with the kingdoms - Buganda in 1900, Toro 1900, Ankole 1901, 

t  ̂^hnyoro 1933 - followed. The British gave these kingdoms autonomous
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rights to govern themselves under the Protectorate. The Toro Kingdom 

included Bamba, Bakonjo and Batooro people. The ruling clan belonged 

to the datoro people and so it can bo said that the Kingdom belonged

to the Batooro,and the Banba and Bakonjo existed in it though they 

were not seriously to be taken as subordinates prior to coming of the 

British. a no Bakonjo and Bamba on one side and the 3atooro on the other 

had established a certain degree of co-existence but had not begun to 

consider themselves as a single people.

•'<hen the British arrived they made matters worse. The 

Batooro continued to get certain elements of modernization from the 

British while the Batooro and 3akonjo lacked or lagged behind. This 

created a rift between the Batooro as the modernised ones and the 

Bamba and Bakonjo who were lagging behind.

"One thing that is clear is that all this was, 

under the shadow of the twofold principle of 

divide and rule" and "get rich quick" done not 

only to confuse the natives that they were indeed 

alien to each other but also for the furtherance 

of the colonial exploitative programmes. Indeed 

it is fair to suppose that the British did not 

come to Uganda purposely to ensure social 

equity (balanced regional growth), but rather 

"economic effecioncy" (over all national 

economic growth). It was in pursuit of the goal 

of "economic efficiency" that the 3ritish 

proceeded to concentrate her development

efforts in the $ost promising areas (-------- -—

the favoured areas or the core) of 3uganda 

'and (though to a less extent) 3usoga, Toro,

Bunyoro and Ankole for maximum returns on
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investment, and virtually neglected the 

rest of the country.(l)

In Toro that less-extent-than-in-3uganda investment benefited 

the Bntooro largely. The problems of social antagonism that followed 

have continued to menace the central government up to now. One 

3ritish reporter who had spent a long time among the Bakonjo and was 

called upon to negotiate for peace with the leaders of the Ruwenzururu 

Movement (the secessionist movement) had this to say:- 

"Let me make my attitude clear from the

start: I have been for peace, but I have

also been for the Bakonjo. They are a

people industrious, humble, and intelligent,

strong in character and strong in limb;

and throughout the history of modern Uganda

they have been constantly undervalued. I

have never blamed the Batooro for their /
domination of the Bakonjo, nor for their

scorn of them. The British allowed the

first to develop and the second followed

from that - a natural enough attitude by a

peasant people towards their less elegant

and less schooled neighbours. Nevertheless,

it was a situation that did not deserve to

last." (2)

Therefore, one can summarize the formation of the Ruwencori

“n<i cemliki distric ts as a result of historical conditions of economic 

xency and social dis-integration of the colonial era days and 

Search for political expediency and administrative convenience

effic
th
Of

k® independence era governments. What success the exercise has



objectives is yet largelyachieved on the independence governments' 

for history to judge though close intimacy with local conditions in 

the area shows that there is some degree of non-conformity.

According to present day regional grouping the districts 

of Ruwenzori and semliki are in the A’estern Province together with 

the districts of North Bunyoro, South Bunyoro and Toro. The formation 

of the two districts can be said to have introduced new dimensions 

of planning and development consideration. The areas of Ruwenzori 

and Semliki have to be given different consideration than existed 

prior to 1972 for now they are of district status. In Ruwenzori, 

Busongora and 3ukonjo counties have to receive increased consideration 

in terms of development for they are today two counties forming a 

district and not some of the many counties in the previous Toro 

district. The Semliki district too, the counties of Bwamba and Ntoroko 

have to receive increased consideration as two counties that 

constitute a district. The same can be said of Buliisa sub-district 

in North Bunyoro that today it has attained a profound foundation 

for developmental consideration for it has to be considered as a

sub-district in the national context and no longer as a mere sub

county. This profound foundation for development in the national 

context can be considered to have been attained by all the ^aire- 

^rontier marginal areas of the 'A’estern Province. Thus, in terms of 

regional Planning for the present day Western Province of Uganda, 

the Zaire Frontier marginal areas have to be given a new magnitude.

It was pointed out in chapter one that the development 

the various parts of the country is highly a function of the 

resources both material and human that exist in those areas; 

specially for the peripheral areas. It is the nationally profitable 

resources that will ensure the development of the peripheral areas
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by attracting investment from the core region together with the 

results o: the local investors. So that in terms of economic develop 

ment and physical planning resource occurence is a prime factor which 

may not need over-emphasizing.

The ^aire-Frontier, «'.estern Province, marginal areas are 

found in the Rift Valley. It is the occurence and exploitation of 

resources in the Rift Valley that will be and is the prime condition 

for the development of the planning and administrative units in the 

Valley.

However, once one begins to think in terms of the Rift 

Valley he is introducing a new dimension in the regional planning 

consideration. The Rift Valley transcends district boundaries and 

exists in more than one district even extending beyond the Vestern

Province demarcations. Nevertheless, it is for the Western Province 

that the Rift Valley has largest considerations. The type of region 

that behaves as the Rift Valley in Western Uganda is known as
•J/

a guper-ir-oncd region. Therefore, planning for the regional develop- 

nent of Busongora county must involve itself with the Rift Valley 

88 a super-imposed region of the Western Province. The Rift Valley 

in "estern Uganda clearly exists in the following administrative
unite}-

1. North Kinkizi County

2. North Bujumbura County

3. North and West of 

Bunyaruguru County 

Busongora County

5. Bukonjo County

-Vest 3ur.yangabo County 

7. Bwamba County

) North Kigezi
)
) Districts.

) West Ankole District.

) Ruwenzori
)
) District.

) Toro District.

) Semliki District
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8. Ntoroko County ) Semliki District

9. ii'est Buyaga County )

10. •Vest South 3ugahya )
)
)■
)
)\

County South Bunyoro
1 1 . '.Vest North Bugahya District.

County
J
)

12. 3ugungu Sub-distric t) North Bunyoro District

13. Jonam County ) S. Nile District

14. Nwoya and to a certain extent Kilak

Counties - 'West Acholi District.

15* North Western Kibnnda County - North Bunyoro District.

2.1 TILT RIFT VALLEY ENVIRONMENT:

The Rift Valley in Uganda is part of the Great East African 

Rift Valley. In Uganda it stretches from Kigezi to Lake Mobutu at 

the head of which it joins the Nile River Valley and runs northwards 

towards Sudan. On the Eastern side it is defined by an escarpment
I

which is more distinctive in Bunyoro than in the southern parts.

There are two major depressions - (l) That of Lake Mobutu flats 

and (2) that of Lake Amin and Lake George. The Lake Mobutu depression 

just over 600 metres above sea level is more pronounced than the 

Lake Amin - Lake George depression at 900 metres above sea level.

The general width of the valley is about 48 to 56 kilometres. The 

Uganda-Zaire border partitions the valley between the two countries.

Therefore, in Uganda the Rift Valley is delimited by the above mentioned 

faulted scarp with a North-East to South-West ent in the East

and the Uganda-Zaire Frontier in the West. This makes the valley a 

marginal Western corridor especially in the ■'■estern Province where 

It has a greater influence. In the Western Province the valley would
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have been a continuous trough save for the Ruwenzori Massif raising 

to 4,800 metres above sea level which separates the two depressions 

0f Lake Mobutu and Lake Amin and Lake George. In terns of spatial 

planning, it should be mentioned here that the regional elevation of . 

the valley is less in the north than in the Gouth.

The Rift Valley, which is the only one of its type, has its

Cffn peculiar environment which can be identified both in terms of 

physical and social aspects, either objectively or subjectively.

2.1.1 RTLISF;

The Ruwenzori mountain as part of the Rift Valley system 

makes heights vary greatly. If we are to consider the valley levels 

alone the differences would be of about 3C0 metres only. However, 

the highest peak on the mountain, the summit of mount Stanley, which 

is also the highest point in the country rise to nearly 5,100 metres. 

This makes a-height difference of nearly 4,500 metres. The lowest 

parts are the Lake Mobutu flats which ore at about 6C0 metres. The

elevation of the Lake Amin - Lake George depression averages around/
900 metres above sea level. Lake Mobutu sinks to more than w20 

fathoms while Lake Amin goes to more than 40 fathoms and Lake George 

to less than 10 fathoms. In addition to the three major lakes of 

Lake Mobutu, Amin and George, there are crater lakes resulting from 

gaseous explosion and tarns on Lake Kuwenzori resulting from glacial

erosion. Crater lakes are mainly in the Southern part of the Rift 

Valley around Lake Amin and Lake George. In addition, there are some 

°n the escarpment area, where those of the Bunyaruguru escarpment 

are more scenic and distructive. The upwarping and faulting along 

the rift transverse, made a diversion of rivers which previously 

usee to flow from eastwards towards Zaire reverse resulting into short 

rivers which flcw into the valley lakes from the traverse. Thus we
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have in Uganda single rivers flowing into opposite directions like 

river Kafu which flows to the east while its Western Section known 

as Nkusi flows westwards; River Kalonga flowing eastwards and west- 

»ards into Lake George and river Ruizi with the Birira which is the 

western section flowing to the west and the Ruizi itself flowing to 

the east. The major river of the Rift Valley is River Semliki which 

flows from Lake Amin to Lake Mobutu. A section of the Nile known as 

the Mobutu-Nile is also of some consideration although the Nile is 

such a gigantic and lengthy river that it cannot be considered as a 
Rift Valley river.
2,1.2 GKOMORPHOLOGYl

The beginnings of the Western Rift Valley are said to have
*

started during the early Oligocene Period about years ago.

However, the major faulting resulting into the present pronounced 

▼alley started during the middle pleistocene period. During the 
early pleistocene the Rift Valley was a relatively shallow feature 
in which lay intermittently dessicated swampy lakes. During the

middle pleistocene period, the trough floor dropped further down, 
Moulders of the rift warped up and the elevation of the Ruwenzori 
Mountain continued further up. This was the period of the reversal 
of the rivers of Kafu, Katonga and Ruizi by the rift transverse.
The lakes in the north and in the Amin-George depression contracted.
A

d faulting and volcanics of the Rift Valley have continued up to 
9 present time. Occasional earthquakes in Western Uganda alwaysth

re«ind 
t*ct

Us that the Rift Valley has not yet reached a period of

0nlc quiescence. 
*•1.3 GEOLOGY:

*

•to,
•*t

The Rift Valley as it formed, especially during the plei-
c«ne Period, it was filled with sediments which are more than jfi

in some places. The Rift Valley trough is dominated by
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rainozoic rocks composed of sediments, alluvium black soils, moraines 

and volcanic rocks. The .Vestern Rift Valley sediments are divided 

into several series which include Kaiso, Semliki and Kisegi beds. The 

Ruvenzori mountain ' p.s composed of precambrian rocks of two 

types which include the 3uganda-Ioro system formations and graritized, 

less metamorphosed formations. The Buganda-Toro system includes the 

Bwamba pas3 series which is made of grits, sandstone, slates and 

phyllites and the Kilembe series. The wholly granitized, less 

metamorphosed formations which cover most of the mountain slopes 

are made of undifferentiated greisses.

2.1.1* HYDROLOGY:

Excluding the Mobutu-Mle catchment area which this thesis 

advocates should be put under different regional deliniation considera

tion, the A’estern Rift Valley belongs to two catchment areas of .Vestern 

Uganda. These are the Lake Mobutu catchment area and the Lake Amin 

catchment area. The Lake Mobutu catchment area dominates the northern 

depression while the Lake Amin catchment area dominates the southern 

side.

2.1.5 CLIMATE:

Mainly from a rainfall point of view, Uganda can be divided 

into five major climatic zones of Lake Victoria zone, the Karameja zone, 

the ..estern Uganda zone, the Acholi-Kyoga zone and the Ankole- Southern 

Uganda zone. The Rift Valley is part of the Western Uganda zone along 

the Uganda-Eaire frontier. The Rift Valley is a hot section with 

intense dry seasons and rainfall between 875mm and ICOOmm falling on 

0 to ICO days. The seasons may be generalized as follows:-
SEASON PERIOD MONTHS
*ET MARCH TO MAY 3 •

dry JUNE TO JULY 2

<*ET AUGUST TO OCTOBER 3
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SEASON PERIOD MONTHS
4. DRY NOVEMBER TO FEBRUARY If

The Lake Mobutu flats at around metres above sea

level is the lowest and hottest part of Uganda. The Lake Amin-Lake 

George area at 900 metres above sea level is just a bit different. 

Temperatures in the Rift Valley can rise up to 32° to 35° centigrade.

The heights of the Ruwenzori mountain ameliorate the 

climate raising the annual rainfall to an average of about 60 inches 

(1500 mm). The higher portions of the mountain constantly experience 

a wet season while highest parts are constantly envelope4--±n a cloud 

of mist and the appex is covered in show. Annual average rainfall 

at Kilembe is about 57 inches, ^lsmillimetres).

2.1.6 SOILS:

In the Rift Valley trough are found ferrallitic soils,

TurHrrM T g t hyrtromorphic soils, halormophic soils and eutrophic soils 

while organic non-hydromorphic soils and ferrisoils are to be found 

on the slopes of Mount Ruwenzori. These are the areas where the 

various types of soils are to be found:- y

1. On the shores of Lake Mobutu stretching from South
r

of Butiaba («Vaki river) to Victoria Nile - 

Topographic vertiso Is .

2. Outside the vertisoils stretching to the foot of the 

escarpment up to Victoria Nile as far as the Kabalega 

falls - loose sandy sediments - ferrslitic soils with 
a red dorminant colour.

3. On the escarpment and south-east of Ruwenzori 

mountain - weakly developed lithosols

River Semliki flats (or South of Lake Mobutu)

Halomorphic soils.
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5* Kaiso, Ntoroko, Middle Wasa River area, North
;>Shores of Lake George and South of Lake Amin -
I

Hydromorphic soils. '

6. Mubuku - Kasese area - ferralitic soils on 6andy
j

sediments with a dorminant yellowish colour.

7. Between the foot of Ruwenzori mountain, Lake Amin,
Lake George and South of Kazinga Channel - 
Eutrophic soils on volcanic ash.

8. The lower Ruwenzori slopes including the 
Kilembe area - Humic ferrisols of high altitudes.

9. Higher up on Ruwenzori - organic non-hydromorphic 

soils of mauntains.
10. Bundibugyo area - mainly sandy clay ferralitic loams.

2.1.7 VEGETATION:
The Rift Valley is a dry savanna area. Both the Lake Mobutu

flats and Lake Amin and Lake George flats are covered by several types
/of savanna vegetation with grass savanna vegetation being the most 

dorminant. The Ruwenzori has three major types of vegetation - High 

•ltitude moorland and heath at the top; High altitude forest on the

middle slopes and forest/savanna mosaics on the lower slopes. The 
locations of the various types of vegetations is as follows:- •

1. Stretching from Waki River south of Butiaba to the
escarpment and then northwards to near Victoria Nile - 

Dry thickets.
The same type of vegetation is found again around the 
Tonya-Kaido area.

2* Around the A'aiga and Aaisoke river estuaries - Dry 

Accacia savanna.
Again on the south-eastern footslopes of Ruwenzori.
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3>. (i) Outside the dry thickets of area one and

stretching northwards and eastwards - 

(ii) Stretching through the south 3unyoro District 

Rift Valley Section to Ntoroko area -

(iii) Kasese - Lake George and Lake Amin - Kazinga 

Channel area -

(iv) South of Lake Amin to Ishasha stretching southwards 

and eastwards - grass savannas.

The Semliki river areas south of Lake Mobutu — -Palm 

savannas.

5. On the Sscarpment especially in Bunyoro - dry 

combretum savannas.

6. Swampy areas on the Southern shores of Lake Mobutu

where the Semliki makes the Hganda-Zaire border, 

west of the palm savannas, north of Lake George 

and south east of Lake Amin - Permanent swampy 

vegetation. /

7. Between River Semliki and the Bundibugyo - Fort 

Portal road and between the Ishasha-Katuguru road 

and Katunguru-Bushenyi road - Medium altitude moist 

serti-decidous forests.

8. Towards the Peak of Mfc. Ruwenzori - high altitude 

moorland and heath.

9. Medium slopes of Mfc. Ruwenzori - high altitude forests.

10. Lower slopes of Ruwenzori - forest and savannas-

mosaics.

FORuCTS:

The only forest areas of some mention are the Semliki

forest and the Ruwenzori slope forests. However, the
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Ruwenzori forests cannot be put to any commercial use, 

their role only being protective.

GRASSES:

The two major grasses of the Rift Valley are 

Themedo trinndra and Hyperrlenia SPP. Themeda triandra

dorminates the Lake Mobutu flats when Hyperrhenia SPP 

dorminates the Lake Amin-Lake George flats. The 

Huwenzori slopes are covered by Fennisetum Furpureum.

2.2 NATURAL RESOURCES:

2.2.1 Wildlife:

The Rift Valley is greatly endowed by a diversity of faunal 

speciation which is typical to the arid grassland of the savanna.

The Lake Mobutu flats and Lake Amin - Lake George flats are the two 

major game habitats of Uganda. On the northern parts of Lake Mobutu 

where the Kabalega National Park and the Bugungu - Bukumi controlled

hunting area are, the dorminant animals are: Elephant, buffalo,
/

Hippopotamus, Kob, «Vaterbuck, Lion, warthog, rhinoceras, leopard, 

oribi, jackson's hertebeasfc.

South of Lake Mobutu in the Semliki, Toro Game Reserve 

*rea the major animals are: Jackson's Hertebeast, Lion, elephant,

warthog and buffalo.

In the Lake Amin, Lake George Kazinga Channel area, the 

d°rminant anfmals are: elephant, buffalo, waterbuck, kob, hippopotamus, 
*ion.• warthog.

On the Ruwenzori slopes the following animals are to be

chimpanzee, chewotain, pigmy antelope, red forest duikar, 
*1?phant

fo

L "

and buffalo.

The wild resources ore managed by the Uganda National

and the Game Department of the Ministry of Animal Resources.
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jn the Hift Valley the wildlife is protected and controlled in two 

>;ationEtl Parks (Kabalega and Ruwenzori), 3ugungu-3ukumi controlled 

hunting area, Tonya-Kaiso Game Reserve, Toro-Genliki Game Reserve, 

iCyambura Game Reserve and other adjacent protection areas where the 

animals can migrate. The National Parks and the Game Department 

undertakes the following responsibilities

(1) To manage and study the fauna and flora 

communities in order to achieve a balance

in the various ecosystems, . ____

(2) to arouse the awareness of Ugandans to the 

importance of wildlife conservation for 

recreational, economic, scientific and cultural 

purposes,

(3) to completely protect some endangered species 

of mammals and birds in specified areas,

(h) to control hunting to ensure that there is 

no over-exploitation of any species,

(5) to protect the public from animals which 

destroy life or crops,

(6) to enhance the contribution of wildlife to

2. 2 ,2

national economic development, 

fisheries:

for the Rift Valley, there are four major fishing sources - 

k* ‘‘Obutu, Lake Amin, Lake George and the River Nile. The four
Plac
big

es are not only significant for the rift but they even play a

r°le and share more than half of the fishing grounds of the whole 
c°untry.

Infact fishing is a major economic activity for most of
humann groups settled in the Rift Valley. Most fishing is individual



ûS n̂ess, though there is a company organization known as 'The 

liganda Fish Marketing Company Limited" on Lake George.

In addition to the Lakes and Nile fishing, there is also 

fishi-2  on some other small rivers. Trouts are stocked in the 

str«ams °* Mt. Ruwenzori.

The fishing responsibilities in Uganda and, therefore, in 

the Rift Valley also, fall under the Department of Fisheries. The 

responsibilities of the Department in the Rift Valley can be summarised 

as follows

(1) The improvement of fish landing and marketing facilities.

(2) The expansion of the programme of introduction of 

new fish species in lakes.

(3) Quality control including the study of pollution and 

the effect of pesticides on fish.

2.2.3 Minerals:

The known mineral resources in Uganda is not large, 

therefore, even the Rift Valley does not have much to offer (at the 

Boment), As it is for the country, we can also say that the full 

sindral potential of the Rift Valley is not yet known. Nevertheless, 

the most significant mineral exploitation, that of copper, is found 

0n Mt, Ruwenzori in the Rift Valley. Copper is the third foreign 

exchange earner of Uganda following coffee and cotton. The production

*8 maintained at 16,000 to 17,000 tons, which is determined by the 

^Iter capacity at Jinja. Together with the blister copper, pyrite 

* ex*racted. A plant to extract cobalt and sulphur from the pyrite 

18 proPosed. The pyrite is stock-piled at Kasese.

Next to the copper area there is the quarrying of lime
kt»een v̂asese town and Kuhokya Trading centre.
in 0*iw ration, today. The lime is sent to Kampala

There are two quarries 

for farther processing.
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The sal; industry has been of major standing in i’oro and 

Bunyoro. In Toro the salt has been worked at Katwe and in Bunyoro at 

Kibiro. The salt business is mainly individual, but the native 

government of Toro used to control the Katwe salt industry much 

more than the native government of Bunyoro controlled salt production 

at Kibiro. In the record year of 1955 the salt industry earned 

£50,000 for the native government.

There is production of cement at Hima which started in 

the recent years.

Sand on the Lake shores is another mineral which can be 

put to farther use in the future. At the present it is used in the 

building industry.

There is also quarrying of rocks and murrain to be used in 

building of roads.

2.2.*f Arable Land:

The Rift Valley has a hQt climate with intense dry seasons. 
The soils are mainly derived from sediments. Both the climate which 

determines the moisture content and the nature of the soil go a long 

way to determine the productivity of an area. The climate of the 

®ift Valley because of its high temperatures is not very conducive to 

favourable arable production. Thus most of the Rift Valley because 

°f sandy soils and poor climate is not good arable land. However, 

the Ruwenzori mountain because of its heights has ameliorating effects 

°n the temperature and the soils too are favourable for good agricul

tural productions. Thus the Ruwenzori slopes are the most favourable 

reas for arable purposes. In the Lake Amin-Lake George areas the

°lcanic soils are also good for agriculture though the climate may 
n°t bn up to very appreciable type. The lake Mobutu flats are the
*°rst în terms of arable land for the lake Amin-Lake George depression 

&Use of its elevation is not as badly off.



2.2*5 tfater Resources:

The climate of the Rift Valley Per se is unconducive for 

preservation of moisture for the evaporation rate is very high because 

of high temperatures. However, there exists in the area a good 

occurrence of water bodies. There are three fresh water lakes - 

Mobutu, Arain and George in the area. There are such big rivers as the 

fĵ le and Senliki. From the north the significant rivers are:- 

Lake Mobutu - Rivers Nile, •Vaiga, Waisoke, Souso, -Vaki, 

tfambabya, Nkusi, Muzizi, Dura or >Vasa and 

Semliki.

Lake Amin & Lake George - Rivers Semliki (again), Mubuku,

Nyamwambe, Nyamugasami, Lubilia, Kazinga 

Channel, Nyamweru, Nchwera, Chiruruma and Ishasha.

The management of water resources is shared between the 

Aater Department for surface water and the Geological Survey Department 

for ground water, however, both of which fall under the same Ministry

of Mineral and A'ater Resources. For areas where there is high stress, 

the Department of Geological Survey has provided boreholes. Thus 

®ost of the rural population draws most of its water from available 

surface water roes, and some from boreholes. Only the towns of 

Kilembe and Kasese have piped water in the area. Mubuku resettlement 

8cbeme utilizes the waters of River Mubuku for irrigation. There is 

n° other area where water is used substantially for irrigation, 

though a number of swamps exist, swamp recla/naticn is not an activity
Of

ae Kfft Valley. Sxcept for the hydro-electric scheme which had 

proposed at Kabalega falls, the only utilization of water for 

purposes is at Mubuku. The small hydro-electric station

pr°Ud es part of the power requirements of Kilembe mines.
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2.2.6 Forestry:

Forest resources in the Rift Valley are very limited. The 

only major forests are those of Gemliki forest which is an extension 

0f the Ituri forest of the Daire basin and the forests of Mount 

Suwenzori slopes. Non of the two forests are of commercial value to 

the Government. In rural areas the availability of firewood for fuel 

makes the absence of clusters of trees from the Rift Valley critical 

especially when one has to consider the National Park regulation of 

not collecting firewood from National Parks and Game Reserve areas.

2.2.7 Human Beings as a Resource:

The human population is a resource and has similar 

characteristics to other resources. It grows, is renewable, substitu

table and is structural in composition. It uses other resources in 

order to survive. Human beings are essential in terms of manpower - 

the number of able bodied people who can be utilized for economic 

production. Therefore, the people who constitute the work force are 

the most important.

There is a close relationship between population number and 

manpower, though the two are not synonymous. Data for analysis of the 

human resource at the local levels as sub-counties is a bit sketchy.

is hoped that the district figures quoted below will give some

height.

The total population of the Rift Valley from the Victoria 

^1* to the Kigezi border in the south is estimated to be 260,327 

Pe°ple. This has been arrived at by adding population numbers at 

Suh-county levels.

Other demographic data at sub-county level is very difficult 

0 obtain. The figures quoted below are those of 3unyoro and Toro 

*-8trictst prior to the administrative reorganization of 1971 .







,jjje figures are quoted from B.W. Langlands Book - "The Demographic 

Corldition of Uganda as a Developing Country".

ta3lE I DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF .VSSTCKN PROVINCE: 1939.

"" BUNYORO TORO

Population Density 1959 • 27 73

^age Annual Natural Increase 1998-1959 0.7 1.8

.Crude Birth Nate 32 91

General Fertility Rate 199 19^

Death Rate 25 23

Infant Mortality 180 170

Population under 16 years 35.'+ 95.8

itJage of Adult males to Adult females 92.3 -0.6

#age of Employees by District of Birth 1965 3.8 5.5

Actual Annual %agc increase 1.9 2.7

#age of Population - Male 51.2 99.9

SOURCE: B.iV, Langlands: "The Demographic Condition of Uganda

as a Developing Country".

Occasional Faper No. Makerere University -

DEPARTMENT Or GEOGRAPHY.

jjS0NT3Qp/v COUNTY:

Busongora County had a total population of 9-0,596 people 

by I969 census*- of the total 31*687 was a rural population and 

^•909 an urban population. The population was distributed in 

Realities as follows:-



cV.TTLSHhNT KALES FEMALES TOTAL

1CAT.VS 2,960 2 , 0 3 6 ^,996

KA5LNY1 609 313 922

HAKUKUNGU 61*0 360 1,000

KATUNGURU 398 322 7 3 0

tfUHOKYA TRADING
CENTRE 538 297 9 6 1

rest of m u h o k t a 1,697 952 2,61*9

RASESE M 3 5 3,078 7,213

SDKOKI 2,51^ 2 , 2 5 6 ^,769
KILEK3S 10,355 6,797 17,152

TOWN 1,696

PARISH 16 ,* * 5 6

KAHSNDSKO 122 82 20**

1
•"f

SOURCE: Report on the Population Census 1969* Volume I. The /

population of Administrative areas. Statistics Division 

Ministry of Planning and Economic Development Nov. 1971*

3.1 LAND USE:

The major land use activity of the Rift Valley is nature 

c°nservation with the main one being the conservation of wildlife.
Inn°rth Bunyoro this takes place in the Kabalega National Park and
Usut>2U - Bukumi Same Reserve. Kabalega National Park is **,033- square 
Kin

®etres. In Semliki District the animals are conserved in the Toro 
■a*<i S<̂roliki Game Reserves. In the Lake Atnin-Lake George area there

4U'venzori National Park which is 1,937 square kilometres. There
a

°^her small animal conservation areas like Tonya, Kaiso, 3uluku,
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K»zinKa and Kyambura.
The second activity of conservation is forest reserves.

These areas are the Semliki forest reserve and Ruwenzori slopes, 

forest reserves. On Mount Ruwenzori all area above 7000Ft (2000metres) 

1b prohibited from settlement and therefore meant for conservation 

purpos®8•
The second major land use activity is agriculture including ' 

livestock. This can be divided into two types. (l) Grazing with 
scattered cultivation to be found on Lake Mobutu flats especially 
in the Bugungu and Butuku areas. (2) Mixed agriculture with both 
•nnual and perennial crops and grazing. This is to be found on the 
Ruwenzori slopes in the counties of Bukonjo, Busongora and Bwamba.

> ; • The area can also be sub-divided into rural and urban 

land use types. The only major urban centres in the Rift Valley are 

Kasese and Kilembe both of which have an urban area of less than 
5 square kilometres each. In addition there are other small trading 
centres like Katwe, Kabatoro^Katunguru, Muhokya, Bundibugyo, Ntoroko, 
Butiaba (which was once a big centre in Bunyoro), Buliisa and Wanseko. 

rest of the area is rural land use or unused.
L ogical condtttowc; »

An exercise to determine the ecological conditions of Uganda 
a® undertaken by the United Nations Mission to Uganda to prepare 

groundwork for a regional planning exercise. The work divided
|  ̂o

a into five ecological zones.
i “ Soil fertility high.

Rainfall generally more than 1200 milimetres per annum.
" ^oil fertility medium to fair.

Rainfall generally more than 1200 milimetres per annum.
Soil fertility fair to low.

L



Zone 4
Rainfall generally less than 1200 milimetres per annum.

~ ^oil fertility low to negligible. '

Rainfall generally leas than llOOmilimetrcs per annum*

Zone 5 - Soil fertility negligible to Mil.

*>ainfall leas than 800 rnilimetres per annuo*

In addition, the areas of Mount Masaba and Mount Ruwenzori 

were considered to be of their own particularistic ecological conditions.

ihe Rift Valley falls into four various ecological types 

according to the above analysis. Ruwenzori District falls into the 

^one 2 type of ecological condition. Ruwenzori Mountain has its 

own mountain ecological type. The Semliki river Park south of Lake 

Mobutu falls into the zone 4 type. Rest of the Rift Valley floor 

in Semliki District and on the other Lake Mobutu flats falls into 

zone 3 o: fair to low soil fertility and rainfall of loss than 1200

milimetres.



BUSOHOORA COUNTY AS /, CL'.GL 3TUDY:

K̂ SOU.-.'C'G BAGS:
Definition:

A resource can generally be defined as anything that is 

derivable for the use of nan from any part of the universe. However, 

political regions imposed on society as arbitrary areas with hard and 

fast boundaries induces man to put an ultimate claim on the resources 

that are contained within his area boundaries. Trade and related 

organizations often make it possible for man to use resources outside 

their political areas. A resource base of a given area includes all 

the things physical and biological that may be put to use by man for 

his improvement and maintenance. These may be said to include:-

(i) Land surface (viii) Rocks

(ii) Soils (ix) •<ater

(iii) Air (x) Arable agriculture

(iv) Vegetation (xi) Animal husbandry

(v) Aild animals (xii) Human beings.
(vi) Insects and their invaders animals
(vii) Fish

Below the resources of Busongora county are aralysed in a

°°re specialized form:- 

S^GEUND!

Rangeland is usually land which is unsuitable for cropping

r intensive forestry and where management for stock raising ij 
b»tt(

is a

,er alternative. Land is usually of marginal agricultural potential.
HQe t (

r* the Western Sift Valley in Uganda is rangeland with rainfall
bn ,

**en 750 to 1000 millimetres and soils which are not regarded as 

, ciently productive for intensive arable agriculture.
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The Sift Valley depression is the rangeland of Busongora
county* However the area is today not used for stock raising. In 

Che 19th century the area was used for cattle grazing. A number of 
depredations led to the disappearance of the cattle in Busongora.

0f Bunyoro Kitara Kingdom and his warriors, the "Barasura". Borne of 
the cattle were used to pay homage, others killed and some deserted 
by people fleeing to the mountains away from the hostility. This 
ffas coupled and seriously subsequented by the depredations of sleeping 
sickness. The colonial government responded by evacuating the entire 
population of the area. >'<’ith the absence of human numbers the wild 
animals moved in in increasing numbers to colonize the area. Thus 
today the rangeland is used economically for game conservation. hot 
the entire of Busongora rangeland extent is used for game conservation. 
The game is controlled in the National Park, specifically excised.

*1*3 aUJSNZOai NATIONAL PARK SECTION IN 3US0NG0RA COUNTY:

Vegetation :

>'irr>t there were the depredations of Cmukama (King) Kabalega Cwa

The vegetation of the National Park is savanna woodland.
Ahe only considerable forest area is the Kihebule local forest 
reserve west of Katwe in the Nyamugasani-Kayanja area. Here are 
found dense scrubs of caeparls tomentosa, Eunhoria candelabrum,
_ttrrai»n **~i— *■ ~ and Eerungn Virosa with some trees of croton

t Gerur.gn virosa. Acncin kirkii and Acne la Bjchirinnn. 
Mother woodland is to be found north east of Katwe-Kebatoro in the 
Cr*ter area. There are eight craters surrounded by woods of ol»a 
*"-£££PPhvllat cordja ovelis and Euphorbia candelabrum with scattered 
**®«8 of Acacia nerrardii. In the northwest of Kiver Kamuli Kwezi 
8 found acacia geradjj scrub and patches of acacia sieberiana woodland 
* found in the lower part. Another woodland is on Allika island in
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I,*ke George. Elsewhere there are scattered thicket clumps.
The moat commonest grasses are Thcmeda triandra. cymbopogon 

yjvnnandus and iBperata cvl ir.dr i c'~. The aquatic type are hir-.o willows 
fhich ore being invaded by pistia sts tiotes and cynerus papyrus.
I>05t of the crater area is covered by Themeda triandra or cymbonoron 
■^fronandus/imnerata c'r1 ' a■■ r 1 ca grass. Flanking the Kazinga channel 

pporobolus pyramidnlis grassland with many cnpparls tomer.tosa.
North of this is Themeda and imperata grassland. The Kasenyi-Hamukungu 
area is mainly covered by Hynarrhenia filipendula and Heteroporon 
eontortus. The Kamulikweii river area is extensively swampy especially 
along the lake shore with open patches of srorobolus range!. '.Vest 
of Kyondo and Dura are tall grasses with imrerata cvlindrica. Much 
of the rest of the Kyondo Dura area is cvrerus papyrus wet swampy 
area. Below the escarpment there is a narrow strip of Hyparrhenia 
and Themeda.

S SOILd:
• / 

Generally most part of the Busongora Park area is covered
ty eutrophic soils on either volcanic ash or alluvial deposits. The
area between Lake Amin and Lake George is covered by eutrophic on
Volcanic ash. The area north of Lake George is covered by eutrophic
n aHuvial deposits on the western side and hydromorphic soil in the
**mpy east. These soils have their own local naming. The crater
* locally has Kyamotoma cretena soils with some Nyakatonzi series.

V  M
tfli

**ya-Katunguru area has the local soils of Nyakatonzi series extending
Chambura series in the south. The Hamukungu-Kasenyi area has 

Nyakatonzi series but much richer in clay than other areas
'•Ue 

h  are ®ticky and temporarily flooded in the wet weather. The
*uUk„
*1'h

river area has soils of the Kasese series or Sebwe series 
r* fiue textured and sedimentary in origin. In the Kyondo-Dura
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a are found Sy.-err.bwe series sandy clay loams in the '.vest, Subandi »r*a
seTi e s  loams in the east and papyrus peat in the central part.

The Lake Amin, Lake George, Lift Valley depression have 
ainfall of the order of £75 millimetres to 1000 millimetres falling 
on SO to 100 days annually. This rainfall varies locally. The crater 
area and Mwcya Katunguru section has rainfall ranging from low to 
moderate. The crater area has very moderate rainfall. The Hamukungu 
-Kasenyi section is the driest part of the entire Ruwenzori National 
Park. Kainfall in the Kyondo Dura area is moderately high. The natur 
of the local climate may be described as sub-humid to semi-arid. 
Moisture indices range from -10 to -30.

7 Topogmrhy
Generally the Rift Valley depression of Dusongora may be 

described as a flat plain. However, there are local variations. The

crater area north east of Katwe-Kabatoro is a hilly area with about
/

SO craters about 1000 years old. There are steep slopes and cliffs 
®round some crater rims. Land rises to 13^metres at Kyamutuma which 
is the highest point in the park. The Mweya Katunguru area is 
greatly dissected with ridges in the south and a broad plain, sloping 
gently up to the crater foothills in the north. The Haraukungu-Kasenyi 
area is a levelled area generally with gently undulating ridges and 
Alleys. The strip along the northwest edge of Kanulikwezi river 
8̂ °Pes gently. The lower part of the river area is an almost level 
8ilty plain with traces of many old river courses. Topography in the
K
*®ndo Dura area varies quite a lot.

This section is mainly concerned with the large mammals as 
°rmatibn on flora can be found above and information on other fauna



je lacking. fhe wild animals in Busongora county cannot be said to 

•e living in the National Park area only but also do migrate out to 

gome unoccupied areas like parts of Auv.'enzori mountain. The Lake 

Amin, K&zinga channel, Lake George area is known as being rich in 

game. Large hards of elephants and buffalo are to be found throughout 

the Park. On the Kazinga channel are to be found very large concen

trations of hippopotamus. The major animals found in Busongora county 

include elephants, defassa, waterbucks, buffalo, hippopotamus, kob 

and the lion. For distribution see map. The type of African found 

in Busongora is of the Loxodonta Africar.a African species. Total 

population of elephants in Uganda is estimated at 30,000. The range 

of elephants has been reduced considerably in the last fifty years.

It is difficult to give figures for the county as the animal is very 

migratory. The abnormally large concentrations of elephants in the 

Park in the recent years necessitated shooting both in interest of 

crop and forest protection and in order to keep the numbers down to 

a level which the areas concerned can safely support. The buffalo 

species is syncerus caffer acquinctialis. The buffalo can often 

b* seen in herds of up to 100 heads. The buffalo is able to live 

in any habitat where water can be available. The kob is often in 

herds ranging from 20 to several hundreds. Topi in Huwenzori National

Park are estimated at

iiiLman Population:

The people in the National Park rangeland zone are found in

lRhing villages. The fishing villages were left as traditional

r°unds for the exploitation of fisheries resources. When the National 
‘ark -regulations were introduced three fishing villages of Katwe,
K*h

Rdero and Hamukungu were excised as legal fishing grounds. In 
5dditio10n to those, there are today the Kahendero and Katunguru
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settlements which arc regarded as illegal, By the 13G3 

.census Katwo had a population of 4 9 9 6 people, JCacenyi 922 
people, Hanulrungu 1900 people, hatunguru 730 people and 

Kahcndcro 204 people, In addition there is the settlement 
of I'v/eya with a safari lodge for tourist accomodation,
Game Department employees and their dependants and the worhero 

of the Uganda Institute of Ecology. The major tribes of 
these people arc Bahonjo, Banyanhorc, Banyoro, Baganda,
Balciga, Batoro. Some nccple are from Zaire and Kenya, Tanzania 

and Ruanda• Dura river area is today being settled by snail 
enclaves of Ruanda migrants.
5.2.0 Cultivation:

Cultivation is not allowed by national parh regulations. 
However, for some tine there was some illegal cultivation 

in the Katwo area. Today there has been sene agreements 
to allot snail acres in the crater vicinity for cone 
cultivation. The average cine of the plots is one hectare, 
but the range is from 1 to 2 hectares.
5.2.1 Grusin~ of animals:

large concentrations of the hippopotamus and the 

elephants population leading to overgrazing has been a 

subject of cone investigations for sometime. The Uganda 

Institute of Ecology formerly Uuffield Unit of Tropical 
P*^®al Ecology was started to study the habitats of the 

“̂Dpo and the elephants. Some cropping of the ole pliant
p d  the hippo has boon going on for some time in the parh.

areas arc affected by grazing as below. The hamuli lave si 
■*ea is generally overgrazed with lieav3r overgrasing near the
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lake. Gracing in the ICasenyi-Kanulcungu area is noderate 

to heavy becoming excessive near Lake George where there 

are large numbers of hippopotamuses* Gracing in the crater 
area is generally light. The Katwc cone is generally heavily

graced especially near the lako where there is high 

hippopotamus population. Isolated hippo populations in the 

Kyondo-Dura area cause rather heavy grazing though in most 
other parts grazing is rather light.

5.2.3 Fires:
Burning of grass during the dry season has been a 

traditional activity in Busonpora county. Usually the 

Game Department authorities are opposed to burning, especially 

the fierce fires of the late dry season. However, there is 

no clear understanding of the gains or defects of grass 

burning in totality. In first instance the present 
vegetational cover of the national parks as wo kno,r it 

today lias boon very much a result of the fires'. Properly 

managed fires in the rangeland area should bo necessary. 
Grazing animals should benefit from burning of grass as in 

most eases it has been observed that this improves the 

vegetational cover* It is late dry season fierce fires 

which can be destructive to the animals and the trees, 
especially. The Busongora rangeland is affected by fires 

to the following extent, fires are frequent in the crater
area and efforts have been made to chock them with fire
breaks. The fires have been most destructive to the acacia, 
community of the craters. Fires in the Katwe-Kabatoro area
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arc regular as they are in tlie Iwoya-Eatunguru none though 

very rare in the sporoboh.es grassland near tho Easinga 

channel. The north-western part of the Eamuli!:wesi area 

is frequently affected by fires. Tires arc loss common 
in tho wet swampy areas of Eyondo—Dura.

5 *2 . 4  Piahorior;
Given that tho total surface area of Laho Amin is 

estimated to be 400 square kilometres and that of Lake 
George is estimated to be 152 square kilometres together 
with Easinga channel should make a total surface area of 
about 600 square kilometres. This should make an estimated
catchment area of about 500 square kilometres. Prom the 

above it is estimated that the total catchment area for 

Busongora county alone should be at least 200 square 

kilometres. The total catchment potential is not known since 

tho available figures kept are mainly those of catches in 

tho area. The types of fish, most common in the Easinga- ' 
Anin—Goorgc catchment area is tilania nilotica locally 

known "ngegc Tufmac." Other species are Bagrus, Clarias, 

Prosophorus, Barbus and ITarmyrus.

5.2.5 Hincrals :
The most economically viable known mineral of the 

national park rangeland area is salt. There are about S5 
craters in the Busongora national park area. At least seven 

° f  those arc known to contain salt. Five are in tho crater 
area, including the historical Lake Katwo crater and two arc 

in the Kasenyi-Hamulnmgu area. The Lake E jwe water contains 
a 'considerable amount of natrium. The salt has been histori
cally worked by the local population for a long time. Lemon
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line and sand arc also available.
C . 1  Z -

She rest of the county o::cept tlic land above 2000 

metres is hero considered as arable land though, it includes 

the Rulcoki, Kascse, Iluhckya flat areas which for r.ost 
part qualify as rangeland. These parts are included as 
arable land because the action of stock raining or gone 
conservation on then and they are for r.ost part used for 

agriculture and ural and urban settlement. The importance 

of arable land depends on the soil productivity of that 
area which in turn is a function of the climate, vegetation 

and the gconorphotogical r.'.turo of the place. Soil 

productivity is the ability cf a soil to support an 

economically or food significant continuous crop growth.

6.1.1 Soil;
The coil types of the arable area arc mainly 

outrophic and ferrisols. Eutrophic soils on alluvial deposit; 
arc to be found on the Kascse Eukolci areas. Ferrisols of 
humic high altitude t pc arc found between 1500 metres 
and 2400 metros mainly. They include the Kilembe ridges, 
butrophics arc coils of calcium, relatively young with the 

top horison rich in organic matter and in the Busongora 

arable section aro developed on alluvium. Ferrisols arc 

coils on a stage towards becoming fcrralitic but are rather 
norc fertile and have a bettor reserve of bases. The 
Kascse Rulcoki soils are grey sand with clay and are suitable 

for growing cotton. The Eutrophics of 1500 metres to 2400 

fcotre3 are brown gritty clay loams and sandy clay loams.
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suited for prowl - arabica coffee, -lie Eaocse-Rukoki roils 

arc known locally as the Kasese series and the cutropliic 

as the Hulinda series. The Kasese series are ranked to be 
of high to medium productivity while the Hulinda series are 

ranked to be of nediun to low productivity.
In addition to the two major types there are 

podsolic soils west of lluhokya between the foothill and the 

road between Katunyuru and Kasese and north of Rukoki river 

between Kilcnbo and Kasese.
5.1.2 Vc-'-ctation:

The vegetation of the arable land of Busonpora can- 
be divided into threo sections. In the east on the flat areas 

of Kasese-Rukoki are to be found prase savanna of themoda 
and in the west in the Eilenbe area arc found oanbrehun 

savanna associated with hyparrhenia SPP. In between the two 

thore is dry acacia savanna with theneda. /

6.1.3 Climut o:
Rainfall is lower on the rift valleyfloor in the 

Kasese nuhokya area whore it avcrapes 1125 millimetres. On 
the nountain slopes at about 1800 metres the rainfall is 

quite sufficient averapinp about 1500 millimetres.• for the 

rift valley floor the Ruwenzori mountains fern a barrier 

apainst air and cloud movements causing low precipitation.
Hean annual minimum temperatures ranpe from about 10 0 at 
2400 metres to about 15°0 at near Lake C-eorpe in the Kascso 

area. Hean annual maximum temperatures at the came places 

averapo from about 21°0 to about 25°0.

6*1.4 Agriculture:
Cultivation on the nountain slopes has been carried
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on for a lor;.:* tin/ . I- i*: - or unt.il recently that the 

ho broilers of the slo-e » have bopun to dree t 
to the rift valley floor to ere • cotton. The- rift valley

floor ** 4'n ,0 a t n f%*i **“ %%'*’ *i i-a ~.-Xt/il UwliA/llh,1 :< M i-; rot very productive for

plantain growing which the tonjo have refored on the

mountain slo c -„ Ji or: ever, ca va can shrive, on the
crops yrov-Ti include flayer millet,

yhun, potatoo , car ".va, beans, ~rcundnut

abica Coffee is .-roan as a each from. On

th e  r i f t  v a l l e y  f l o o r  th e  y o v e rn n e n t has c r y a r is c d  

n e c h a n is e d  a g r i c u l t u r e  e.t h a b it u t i l i s i n y  on i r r i y a i _ o n  

schem e. The c ro n s  y ro r .11 a t  f. bulni in c lu d e ,  o n io n s ,  

cals o , g ro u n d n u t: . ,  be-.r.r., c o t : on l u c c r r o ,  p la n t a in  and 

rice. The B a k o n jo  a re  hnor.ii to d a y  t o  be e n e r t in g  a h ig h  

demand on t h e i r  m o u n ta in  : lo  e re c o u rs e --  as i s  e v id e n c e d  

by th e  lo n g  l i n t  o f  th e  v - r i t i r -  t o  j o i n  th e  r e s e t t le m e n t  

scheme.

role .of the 
pigs in email

numbers are kept. At Ilabuku there are come cattle.

doc not pi :j r". import nt
a ountain peats, cheep and

3, 1.5 Ihjm .'n i o~ e l a t i o n :

Settlement on the arable none is both urban and rura 

3rban settlement is in the corvice centres of rase c and 

ilenbo. There is al-c the small trading centre of 
Suhokye,. Rural settlement is mainly on the mountain 

-Topon with just scattered hor.eetoo .la on the ' r i i '°
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« ' OPU-lation Ci Isp " • rilcnbe has an esti... -* -
• . -,-0r*» o rho my be residing£iii3 cotiiaato coneiaei ••> i. J •■ .

■■•’Vv population of Kyeajjulci and hn tov.n. Honever, noro o.i ciio pot.---- *
x4 . *...0 v,orichco vrhicii the town forms part areKatiri. the w.-o '•“ ■‘■y11'-

, w y -v r* of kilcnbc. fie totalaffiliated to t'o airing irau.
• i n The population_ , . ./» +r*o yv*~* "■**! '~*;7 0H x .v J- / 1 ^ L -p0pul--^i°n Ox v.

. ,.... ^A^^rntc'lv in census counts,
of KileaD® towa i-'- w * _lvcn -cr' r “c""

_ «.r> 17 01 *5 t.copI c. - .unolcyaKascsc has a total population of 7,-13 V  -
a. 0 +ot~l population of 961 people,trading centre nas a total r-Oi-ux

. . „ cn pGr cc;r*- (O.5 7 6 ) population of the re are to consider 3O icr con.  ̂ '

Katiri r o r i ^ s  «  ^  t0 thC t0tal 
... ulation in the area then totals to *  15.759 - c  le
■ centre or -uhofcya. She total rural

population is oetinatoi to toe 15,994 fron the » »

uro: • This fi--w.ro includes

The tct-'l population 1

. Of s' , H ,o60 arc- v-

id dependant childrcn. 142

iere considered dependant cl

,S60 picoplo cirj dependant a •

it ion of botli nalcn and foa
MJJ. iV.«Li  ̂LJ -----

i n.,p ,-o-hin~ population figure docs not take into )oople. Tug '..o-ii^. “~
. .Hy disabled• 

consideration the physic-
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TA3LE: rojuLATic;: em :: 1 3 6 3  v

TYPE
TOTAL UHILin TOPULATIOi; 
TOTAL "UP \L i OPUL.ITICi;

~i " T T r.;prT U. » 1* X Lr d

• Wa x - AW 1

TCi’.»jj *>": * '• JL POwULA-. I CL 

TOTAL .vQPKII 0 POIOL i TCP 
TOTAL AREA C ULATI

It; vP.fl -•P f ' oy
1 ; or '

11,360
t .a— 1 ̂  j.

31,733

figure • . tiiiati ) 1363 poiulatioj; cr.;:cuo

FK-US .

6 .1.6 ainorcl
There arc two minerals economically e:-r; lotted 

today in the arable area cone. These are copper and lemon 

tine. Tho copper is mined .t Microbe• The rilemb© ore 

lies within the strati£ic of metamorshesod rocks Jaiown 

e - M e  Mima..: a h -  ■ . ' -• . ' ' :'.a h:'.;- ' o" a

prccambrian yrcicr.ee v.’hich cover tho larger part of
Upanda. The series has been fell.owed for a considerable

distance, westwards into mire. In Upanda, although

ohowinys of the co" or h boon found at nr'ry places, it

is only at Xilenbe that the co-.-por has been found in
economically exploitable pc entities. The ore layer varies
in thiclme cs from 18 to 21 metres in places down to a
narrow band of minerals only 2.5 or 5 centimetres thick.
The copper reserves r.t Yileabc were estimated to be
exhausted by 1376. However, recent survey have showed 
•
another extent which is estimated to last eiyht to nine

years.
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Tho potential extent ox i< on tine i not hna

quariscu at ~wo mi- *7 — <\ ( no r Huholtya whore it hai
hoc:: ..potted from unaoo observ tiono,
7 . 1  i :> .^ov. • âco ,,T>T%r* « « - .

seineShe land above 2000 metres in considered a
too hi.:h for economic utilisaticr. All such .lard in
Uganda ic deai.rnated an fore t re servo. All ouch land in,
therefore, protected from ve.pct.siion destruction in

I order to preserve the flow of x: ter in rivors and to
protect the river cider, from ion* However, the
Lusonyora land above 7000 metre: har, no economically
exploitable foreat rerourcc etcatial nd ita only use
ic in protection for rector conservation. In the rivers
tront can be stoched for nn;*lin~. The 1 nd nay also be
used for sheep roaring i f  found acceptable* In as far
as mountaineers arc interested in such hiyh altitudes
the pls.ee may also bo considered as part of tourist attrac
especially since it is found on the famous moutains of
the noon. The coils between 2400 metros and 3,000 metres
on Ruwensori mountain arc locally known as ICyensabo series

ieh aro of pc\ly loam over dark-brown sandy clay loam.
Soils above 3000 metres are of Dujuhu conblex which
constitute of peal: over reel' or moraine. The vegetation
of the area is hi-h ~ 1 ti'bv.de, moist montane forest of
K__■ • •  - _______♦ The 1: nd -

2000 metres i" constantly covered in clouds with frequent
o

frost, mean annual temperature is below 12 ccntiyrs.de.

tion:
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Professor Langlancl • of TI .korcrc University has 
do no landuse c ;tinatos for counties of Uganda and gives 

theoo figures for Busongora county:-

Area of Crane Conservation 327 so. Kilometres.

Area above 2000 metres S3 sq. rilometror.

Area assumed cultiv. tod S3 sq. Kilometres.

Area urban use C cq. Kilometres.

Area of open water 27 0 Sq. Kilometres.

Area of Permanent Swamp 24 sq. Kilometres.

Total, Count!?- Land arc 1191  ̂1 • Kilometres.

9.1 Tl.T'.GT'HCB DBVTLCr‘ \--r\ TTH7T T7.AH . 1 _, i t U — X Jit JL Lt i \ x.1 ' 17 BT7 C ' 10RA
nr.TTTT̂v^ v - • X •
Uganda can be divided into squares f / .or example

100 square kilometres* V" . .• The
distribution of ccononic activities world vary fro.: 
square to square and different pattern would emerge. It 
is such differences in the snroad of economic activities 

over the Country's Spatial Structure that is the basic 

concern of theories and practices of regional planning 

and dove 1 opr: cut.
Instead of such even squares as 100 square Kilometre 

squares we concern or,rselves with more convenient area 

units that have dovale od through nan's history of 
Spatial organisation. Such units can be administrative, 
furitional or otherwise. In this ease a county, and that 
°f husongora has been taken as a convenient small unit
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for analysis c- the 3prcsd or location of economic

■ ics and their inclusion in comprehensive re ' c 

planning and development.
The variation of the economic activities is a 

function of the distribution of economic investments both 

public and private over time. It is the location and 

concentration of public and private investment that is 

the nature of the spatial structure of a .pivon economy* 
The arc^l distribution of the investment is very much 

influenced by the avail .bility of natural resources, 
anor.y others. Before the exploitation of the resources 

themselves take place, the prime consideration is the 

benefits that will . accrue to the peo’ le for nil on the 

investment is intended. Therefore, ono prime motive in 

the exploitation of resources i f  f'amimisation of benefits 

or profits either for the public or private individuals.
The exploitation of the resources tabes plaice over 

the land which sup’ otrtsthen, acid therefore, has an effect 
over the earth surface. Various of man’s activities 

leave their mar!: on the earth’s surface. It is those 

"marks" a„nd their variations that in pla.nniiiy we are 

Accustomed to recognising as landuses* The landu o. 
emanate from the distribution and concentration of run's 

economic activities.
The purpose of physical planning fa to derive the 

most convenient spatial structure includiry aesthetic 

considerations for the best patterning of man’s economic 
activities; that is to say for man to derive the maximum 

benefits from the structure. Over the country, economic
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planning is or.inly concerned ith the • election of the 

resources that a hall he exploited and how. Physical 
planning tries to cog to- that wherever the economic activities 

take place, the areal unite they operate on end interractionc 

between then should be of the beet convenience*
Henceforth, this thesis shall be concerned with 

the distribution cf the exploitation of resource ■ in 

Eusongora county, the resultant lands.sea, and how best 
the spatial structure that has developed can bo organised 

to allow for the maximum benefits to accrue to both public 

and private invc tors. The thesis, therefore, is henceforth 

concerned with development of resources, lancluee and 

integrated regional- development in Eunporn county as part 
of an areal system of the rift valley*

9*1.1 '"ildlifo conservation : -d r: r- • T"aai;
The conservation and management of wildlife ’/ 

takes pi: ce in clearly defined boundaric-• Therefore, 
ti:c activity of wildlife conservation takes : lace in 

Busongora county in a definite landuse sono. This is 

the Ruwensori National Pari:, which though extends farther 
couth than the county itself. The National Park is.
69*4 per cent of the tot-1 lan_> area of Busongora county*
The portion of Ruwensori national Pari: which is in Busongora 

county is 327 square kilometres. The National Park lias 
a total land area of 133? square kilometres. Therefore,
Buson'-ora county has 41.32 per cent of the share of Ruwensori 
Rational lark.

. Queen Elisabeth Rational. Park which is today 

«Uv:enr,ori Rational Park was first declared as Toro Game
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fyc - • ' or- 12th Au . 19'jO* T . folio;.' . by
cccond declaration of the Lako George Game reserve on 

lOtli September 1925. She two game re nerves v/ere the 

precursors to the pro cent Ruwonsori national Par!:.
Up. to the first dec'-do of thio century, the areas 

l which today comprise Ruwensori national far!: acre relatively 

densely populated. However, for a tire the people of the 

tr ■ h -d naffer: lion of *0 m*
(j • ' ■ • on- end ]

•riorsthe*E r ira*. This was coupled and seriously 

■ftbsequcntcJ by the do; red of -•lecpir - 'ic ’ncns.
The entire human population.was ovaccuatod by the colonial
government, therefrom, roller, ing the operation cvaccuat

the <Jane roscrapes were declared. ’.Then the Game reserves

were declared the interest of game became paramo J-Ud. U « i > V*

cultivation was allowed and no permanent settlors were 

to novo into the areas of game. However, traditional 
grounds for less conflicting uses like erasing or f i l in g  

is s t ill allowed in game reserves. Thus the fishing 

villages of Lake George, Ira sir. pa Channel and Lake Anin 

and the Salt settlement of : atwc happened to resist 

efforts for total ovaecus.tion. Thus there are today in 

Ruroncori rational Park and in Busongora county too fishing 

villages which arc within the sone of the rational Park 

but are maintained under license for families who resided
in the area before the introduction of the regulations
. - . day national park. The two activitiesOj. the present
°f game conservation and f i  hinj nose problems of landuse
conflicts
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The uildlifc resources in Buconyora county like 

other parts' of Uganda arc nanayed by the Uganda Haticncl 
j*,rka Cruet and the Game Department of the . inistry 6 1  

animal resources. Che Cruet ie reeponsible for all current 
operations in the Park and . revision of Capital facilities 

except Idycs, major airfield ; and the main road" transversiny 

the Park. Che Crust finances its activities partly 

from the park entrance fees and partly from charycs for 

ciyht oceiny fours on its lain chics and v e h i c l e  hire 

services. In addition it receives annual subscriptions 

from the movement for both recurront and development 
expenditures. Che C-amo Department is responsible for the 

protection and control of the pane. Che Uyar.de Hotels 

limited, a subsidiary of the Upends Development 
Corporation is responsible for promotion of hotels and 

lodyos* Chore are two hotels in Busonyora county-Ifotel 
Ilaryierita on the Base so Ililembe road and "no ye Safari 

Lodyo at lavoya. In the Park, there is the Uyanda 
Institute of Ecoloyy which studies wildlife habitat, 
health and related problems, m addition the government 
lias proposed a habitat Uanayoment Unit to Implement the 

findinys of the institute of Ecoloyy.
9 , 1 . 2  V7I1UIIP TUTiQTUU

Che wildlife is conserved and nanayed on the 

basis that the pccmlc of Uyanda and hence those of 
Busonyora too r i l l  derive recreational economic,

Scientific, and cultural yains from it. Hither to it is 
• out •

the economic benefits that have been more
Economic benefits are largely iron touridlu
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x ourisn bone- I'is the econo ;;icy thrcu Ii the expenditure 

incurred by visitor- within the county, The money scent 
by tourists provide- a source of incone to those employed 

in iotelc, restaurants and other enterprises offerin'- 

services to tourcista. On such basis, therefore, tourion 

contributes to Uganda's Gross Donontic Product. The 

Bixirai cation of benefits from tourism -..ill bo attained 

from farther investments and promation of the tourist 
industry. The promotion of tourism is-, however, a difficult 

and expensive taeh. The taSfcin the country is entrusted 

to the Uganda tourist Board which v:as create 1 in 1969 by 

an Act 01 Parliament to cordinate the development and 

promortion of tourism which was beiny handled by a variety 

of ayoncics. The benefits accuring to the countryfrcm 

tourism can be summarised as follows:-

(1) Eaminy of Porciyn Currency. y

(2) Stimulation of General National Growth..

(3) Redistribution of ro-ional economic activities.
(4) Redistribution of regional economic activities.
(5) Redistribution of tho country’s Purchasing Power.
(6) Increase tho Productivity of Idaryinal land.
(7) Enhances ' international undorstandiny.
(3) Tourists nnay recoir.ilso opportunities for

investment in tho country.

Scientific benefits are expected in the form of 
**esoarch. At present the U;-anda Institutes of Ecolo~v - 

I® Evolved in research in Euwonsori Rational Park. Other 
^searches like botanical, Zocloyical and pre-history
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Table III (A) Visitors to Hiy.vcnsori national

Pari:.

Year 1365 1367 1363 1969 1970 1 9 7 1 1972
Adults 6957 9303 10777 13503 15667 2 1 2 3 3 20271
Children 2325 2339 - r r . ‘5410 5305 7 1 9 4 6091

Total 3292 11700 14343 13913 20373 23427 26362

Tabio III (3) Visitors to all rational Parka
in X.

Year 1366 1357 1363 1369 1970 1971 1372
Adults 27234' 33423 37336 54171 63306 67734 63517
Children 7847 3956 11733 16935 lyl {O 17639 73625

Total 35171 42394 71105 02*4-04 35373 73625
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arc also possible.
She role of national Parks in attracting local 

people for rccrcatiobal purposes is still very linitca.

Tliin may be due to limited finances, familiarity
• i  *— o&.'-G cll3GH*t 2131510112.1the local environmenta

paries end the African nay of life .
By increased visitors to local area, one nay expect

diffusion of nodornisation of foots into local cultures, 

thourfi at a snail coale. Houovcr, it romino to be said 

hero that direct cultural benefita fron conservation of 
wildlife are nininal. ® »- entertain--oat of tourists by 

local people by traditional dances is to bo doubted 

Whether it is a consorted effort to benefit or improve 

culture. nevertheless, in national park areas there ay 

bo preserved sono historic things "■•hieh aro part of th© 

history of the local peoples' dcvelopnont. Such aro 

like the Uncord Port hear Late decree and the fossil site

at I5ffoyn*»
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'7d o " n ~ o - .os rocg.1.3
H  Tlie -^^or fishir- pounds for Da-on-ora cout y

, • j ,, 4-vr °t*od cpo Lake Amin. link©L k0 any other count ier. in tac arc., arc **-
, m  TTrrnr> 01 V< f>S i-i 10Xml ’..’0. oOT

Gcorc®. ™ *  Sasi«3» Oh'-nr.cl. U...
L focc  area of 3 5 ,3 ' 0  square ldlonetrec. 5 h «^  not a 

thc water curfaeo area is toportant To, « * * «  potential. 
at loast ooot tlinn GOV* Of the area mat he of consideration. 

E1C la*. Anin water surface area in Urmia ia eotiaatod
„  about 400 square monotree and that of Soko Goers.

, m_ „,a v .v, +i-i«v mnlro 552about 1 5 2  square Kilomecres. xo^-th V

, 4 1  4^  fin2re excludes Pazinpa Channelequarc kilometres, xlaax u
j. J.U-, nFirhin<- Tool of the area • which in part oi the

, r-i+ohin- fish included1 • The traditional methedo roi ..-tcnin^
hooks, spears, basket traps and similar device, and fich
poison. Gill nets were imported in Uganda in 1910 for

T . ,.nT,io vu.t soon spread to other parts ofuoo on Latcc /iCbO.i^ d >+i>
-■ 4-Urt ,-i10n o count j p ill netting the country. Thus l i  -c in who

is now the most common method of catchins iiah in 

Buconpora county. Present day methods include bc~cn 

coining, basket trappinp and lonp-lininp m aa&iuxon to

C i l l  not tins* .
J i  The Department of fisheries of tho -iniorry °*

Agriculture an! Aninal Kcsourccs encourage tho use of 
Powered Canoes. »  runs a subsidy Schhno for tho benefit 

of fiohcrr.cn to pot powered canoes. Sene boats arc, 
therefore, Power fro; oiled though the majority are hand

Propelled.
Instructions for boa.t-bailc.inc « 0 îvmn
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Kichwanba Technical College near 
a yard whore boats car be pureha: 

There arc four recognized-

rt Portal. There 

see, at Katwc . 
fishing Villages in

is

Busongora county and these arc
(1) Katwc- on Lake Anin
(2) Ka3onyi— on Lake George
(3) Hasrulauigu- On Lake George
(4) Kahcndcro— on Lake George
In addition there is Katunguru W;iieh is a setoxenent 

on both aides of Kazinga Channel. However, the Katunguru 

on Busongora cido is not a reco'niscd fishing settle or.. 
Katv/e, Kascnyi and Hamfrungu arc recognised or licensed 

fishing villages with defined boundaries.
The nutritive value of fish is equal or acre than, 

that of beef. Busongora as a county where livestock 

production is a very nincr activity ush catering i^ \ o i y  
important indeed. Pish is rich in protein and has fa»» 
mineral natter and vitamins. The vitamins in fisn are o5 
to 95 percent digestible. The nost coanon fish caught in 

the Lake Anin - Lake George area is Tllagia Ira own by the 

local nano as ngogo. Of the various types of tilaria, 
tilania nilotica which is ’mown in BuganGa areas —s 
fcttfnac is the nost corxnon. Other tjnpes include ha-rusi
cl-'-.■‘•‘ -’.o nroteHtcrivs, ~ _>£_^rus*
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Table IV: r~r.es of various trees of Fish

client5.1 j.c rare Local none Luc: and a

(jilapia nilotica Uncoco -ufiaac

pgrus Somutundu SSonutundu

or
21boju

Clariao Ensonzi Hale

Protophorus Enanba Hanba

Barbus Erfruyu Eisin^a.

To give a fair comparison below is £iven the protoin
porcontâ o of various other types of foods that can be 
obtained in the county:

Tablo V: Protein nercenta-e of various tmos
of Foods.

product Protoin ~e of whole

^ilapia Fillet 83
piacor nillet o—7
Sorchun 10
âizo 10

°0T7 poas 25
Ĝuna nuts 27

1 to 1*5
0.6-1.1

Cussava 1.0
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Source: oiwani, 3. "Freshwater Fisheries of East
Africa.
Rural Development Research 

ilalcorere University. Kampala,

1972.
The total catch of fish in the La>o Amin, Lake 

Goorgo, Easinga channel area is given hoIon.

Cable VI: Tonnage of _L__ v  _____ __ i~ .... '•

Year Tonnage >f Landed eh

1952

1933
1934

1935
1936 

1967 
1938
1969
1970

12,071
12,031
10,232
12,577
1 2 ,8G0

12,924
13,000

11,825
9,930

Source: 1971 Statistical Abstract, ministry of 
Planning and Economic Development. 
Statistics Division, Entebbe - Government
Printer.
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Il'ich from lake A*.in, Lake George, Kasinga channel 
aroa in cold smoked, salted, fro eh and froson or Just fresh#
;\c an attempt by government ire in; rove fish arkoting in 

the area it established 'Infrac (The Uganda Pish manufacturing 

Company) a paractatal body under the Uganda Development 
Corporation. Tufmac is located at Kasenyi and processes 
approximately 16,000 fish per annum. In 106? it processed 

321 tons of frozen whole fish and salted fish; 211 tons of 
fro sen fillets. Uganda Pish Pillets Limited, were started. 
Since fille t marketing rev-ires Ir’yhcr capital invcstnei to, 
the two conpanioc buy most of their raw materials from 

lufnac factory at a pre-arranged price and weight basis. 
However, a ll the three companies operate under capacity, 
and Tufmac seriously under capacity. The problem is that 
the catch area does not warrant the establishment of three 

competing companies. Tufmac also suffers from lack of' 
direction, effective control and efficient operation. Many 
tines the company has failed to make profits to prove 

the worth of the tax payer to continue to support it.
In addition there are local individual fish mongers.

*hcrc operate with their own small capital and mainly sell 
snoked fich. The Zaire market for salted fish fe ll during 

*hc I960*s due to currency exchanges and political 
Upheavals. Today most of the fish is sold in Bugonda areas 

s°utharn Province and VTestorn Province, especially in 

U**ban centres. Methods of transport include bicycles,
Uotor cycles, trucks and lorries, bus and rail.

The Department of fisheries of the Ministry of 
HWoulturo and Animal resources is responsible for the



development of the fishorics resources in the Lake Amin 

Lake George area as well as in other parts of the country. 
Government help is mainly in the following form:

a. Give subsidy on boats.
b. Givo training to fishermen,
o. Arrange radio talks.
d . 1 Promote "Eat more fish" oampaign.
e. Try to catch not thieves.
f. Colleot market dues, issue canoe licences and 

restrict the use of small g ill nets.
Angling

In addition to fishing in lakes there is angling
on the streams of ITount Ruwenzori, Some streams have been

%
stocked with trout. However, angling is much more of a 

sport than an economic activity and hardly an African 

aotivity. 1 /
9*1.4 Fisheries Resource Utilization

i ' i
The first major benefit of the fishing activity is

|
the provision of food. Fish is a very important source of 
animal protein. The country's current consumption is 

calculated at 14 kilograms per capita per annum. This 
makes it nearly twice that of beef. In Busongora county 

itself beef production is very low. The total number of 
oattle in the county is estimated to be 1,695 heads. The 
■total human population is 40,596 poople. Fish catch in 

the oounty averages about 4,000 metric tons per annum.
*ioh is exchanged for food and money from the fishing
tillages to the rest of the county.

• * _
Secondly, fishing as an economic aotivity is an
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income earner both, for the private individuals involves 

in it and the yovemnont. Tor the years 196C, 1967 and 

3.963 the value oi fxsh *:it in cne J*>ukos A.'.in «—nl T<nhc
Gcoryc (but- excludiny Kazinya channel) was riven as 
follows:

'•able VII: V ’ led ‘ Jh

Lake

A n in  

Georye 

A n in  and 

Georyc 

A n in  and 

Gcorye

a. car

1966
1966

1967

1963

height in Ions Value to fishermen

P , bOV 
/ o.*q

1 1 ,2 3 0

12,305

in noimds.
152,966

114,911

443,905

1 4n r(TO44/,bob

Source: Jiwani S ., "Freshwater fisheries of East Africa';
Rural Development Research, Eakerore University, 

Kampala, 1972.

Fishiny provides income both to the private 

individuals who are involved in the catohiny and those 

Vho are involved in the fish nonyeriny that is the 

uarketiny. Government yets its income from taxes, marketing 

dues and licences.
i i

i’ufmac shells fish even in markets outside the 

country -  mainly the rest of East Africa. Some fish is 

s°ld to Zaire. Therefore, the third economic benefit 
from fishiny is that it earns foreiyn currency.
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Letting alone the earning of income we can also 

say that fishing provides employment to those involves 

in it. Besides, the local ncn who are involves in the 

catching and marketing, there are the employees of the 

Department of Fisheries and the Uganda Development 
Corporation employees working with Tufnac.

Pishing also stimulates the general development 
of the area where it is based. In addition the activity 

itself adds to the list of tourist attractions in the 
area.
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9.1.5 Development of Mineral Resources
Busongora county like any other part of the country 

suffers from the ignorance that the full extent of the 

mineral potential is not known, Ilineral exploration in the 

country has been conducted by the government for many years 

and is still continuing.
The country's major mining activity, the exploitation 

of blister copper is found in Busongora country, at Kiiembe._ 
Copper is the third foreign exbhange earner for the country 

besides coffee and cotton. Until reoent moves by the govern
ment to completely take over the Kiiembe mine completely, the 

company was owned 70 per cent by the Venture of Canada, 10 

per cent by the Uganda Development Corporation and 20 per cent 
by the Colonial Development Corporation.

The Kiiembe copper ore lies within the stratified of
metamorphosed rocks known as the Kiiembe series and occurs/
within the old Pre-cambrian gneisses which cover the larger 
part of Uganda, The series extends westwards for a consider- 
able distance into Zaire.

The ore layer vaiies in thickness from 18 metres to 

21 metres in places down to a narrow band of minerals only
2.5 centimetres or 5 centimetres thick. Uowhere, except at 
kiiembe has the ore been found in economically exploitable 

quantities. The whole of the Kiiembe ore area is divided into 

8eparate mining regions such as northern deposit, eastern 

deposit and Bukangama deposit.
Together with the blister copper, lyrite i3 extracted, 

ĥe ore which is 2 per cent copper, also contains cobalt.
ôday i s pyrite is stock piled at Easese. A plant to extract



cobalt and sulphur from the pyrite has teen proposed. The 
production of copper is maintained at 16,000 to 17,000 tons 
which is determined by the smelter capacity at Jinja. 
Previously, the copper ore potential at Kilembe was estimated 

to have been exhausted by now. Significant new discoveries 

of ore have been made and renerves are now expected to last 
for eight to ten years at the present rate of extraction.

The second major mineral occurrence is the Lake Katwe 
salt deposit, presumably of volcanic origin. Local salt 
production at Katwe has been in operation for a long time. 
Previously the production used to be controlled by the Toro 

Native government but with the looal settlers themselves 
carrying out the production. The government was more concerned 

with the marketing. Today the government of Uganda through 

the Uganda Development Corporation, a parastatal body is going 

to take over the production.
The Lake Katwe Salt Project started last year is to be 

the biggest chemical industry in the country. The Pederal 
Republio of Germany through the West German Government Credit 
Bank lent sixteen million shillings to the government of 
Uganda for the Salt Project. The loan was signed for on 

11th November 1974. Now the construction and installation 

of an ultra-modern processing and drilling plants are being 

done by Roko construction at Katwe. It will certainly be 

difficult for the looal salt workers to complete with modern 

^chines.

Lake Katwe water contains a considerable amount of 
hatrium from which table salt can be processed. It i3 

e3timated that well over 70,000 tons of table salt
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(aodlun chloride) and 250,000 tons of Potassium chloride 

for use as a fertiliser, which will be the two main products 
will be produced in the first twenty years of operation.
Other by-products will be discarded but their extraction nay 

be viable at a later stage. The local people used to work 

the surface parts of the shallow lake, but the new machine 
will dig down 90 metres deep to obtain finer salts.

Infact the salt project is already ohanging the life  

of the Katwe fishing village which is to be promoted to an 

urban centre. Part of the fishing village has been swallowed 

by the project, some people displaced and over 100,000 shillings 

offered for compensation -  Some fishermen and fishmongers have 

joined Roko Construction Limited. In addition to displacement, 
modern buildings in form of administrative blocks, stores and 

staff houses are to go up together with recreational places.
Another mineral resource development activity in the 

area is the quarrying or surface mining of lime. There are 

two quarries involved between Rasese and Iluhokya. These are 

small enterprises employing 20 to 25 people each. For 
processing the lime is sent to Kawenpe in Kampala. However, 
mention must be made of the limestone resources on the eastern 

side whioh are processed for cement at Hima in the next 
oounty.

Quarrying for building and read construction material 
oust be considered as another resource development activity 

in the county which, however, is difficult to assess. There 

is no adequate record of the level of exploitation.



Table TIH: 'Xr^rtity and Value lendir;t exports

Coffee Arabicat 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972
Quantity (kilos) 23735 17559 11399 14258 24089
Value (GOO shs.) 139703 97458 88325 103078 167224
Coffee Robuatai
Quantity (kilos) 128220 163007 179846 160337 190094
Valua (000 she.) 575317 682471 926139 879222 961070
Cotton Raw:
Quantity (kilos) 61633 52903 78117 18753 66584
Value (000 shs.) 295672 250955 350985 351898 370733
Copper Unwrought:
Quantity (Tons) 15632 16637 16446 16807 14141
Value (000 she.) 111490 120277 165543 137740 112785

Source: Quarterly Economic and Statistical Bulletin,
Uganda.

Mineral Resources utilization 

Copper is the country's third foreign exchange 

earcher. The export of coffee, cotton and copper from 

Uganda in the recent years has been sas shown above 

(Table VIII).
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It ia hoped that some of the salt produots from Katwe 
plant will he exported to other countries.

Mining offers employment both to the local villagers 

and the technically trained men from all over the country.
Stimulator of urban development or organiser of 

human settlements. The whole of Kilembe urban centre has 
grown at the expense of the copper mine resources. Copper 
mining also boosts the growth of the twin town of Kasese. 
After the instalment of the salt plant Katwe is to be promoted 

to a township status.
The extension of the railway from Kampala to Kasese 

v/as because of the copper mine. Other infrastructural items 
like power line have al3o been attracted by the copper 

activity.
Provision of social services like hospital at Kilembe 

and piped water.
9.1.6 Development of Rural Production

The rural production activities to be considered here 

are crop and animal farming, and forestry. Pishing is a rural 
prpduotion activity but has already been dealt with above.

The most major rural production activity is agriculture 

®hia takes place mainly on the Ruwensori slopes in the areas 

west of Muhokya and Kasese and the places surrounding Kilembe 

town. 69.4  ̂ of Busongora oounty is national Park area 

occupying the southern parts norther of Lake Amin, Kazinga 

channel and lake George. The north-western corner of the 

county ia land above 2000 metres and by forestry regulations 

*8 hot to be settled. That lives about i  of the county as 
ayea open for rural production. However, part of that too



is urban area occupied by Kasese, Kileinbe and Ihihokya urban 

centres. Professor langlands has calculated the total 
cultivable area of eaoh county In Uganda and gives that of 
Busongora es 89 square kilometres.

Agricultural production is influenced by two natural 
faotors of soil and climate. Soil formation in Busongora 

county has been highly affcoted by tectonic activities that 
resulted into the formation of the Rift Valley and the 

Ruwenzori mountains. Then the Ruwenzori mountains themselves 
are a big climatic influence. The soils west of Lake George 

and north of lake Amin are of voloanio origin and ranked to be 

of high productivity. Because, they are in the national park 

they are not useful for the agricultural production of the 

county. The two soils to be considered in the oounty are soils 

to be found in the Iiubuku-Kasese are and ferrisols to be 

found on the Ruwenzori slopes.
Eutrophics are soils of caloium relatively young 

with the top horizon rich in organic matter and developed on 

alluvium in the oases of the Ikzhokya-Kasese-Rukoki area. 
Perrissols are soils on a stage towards becoming ferralitic, 
but are rather more fertile and have a better reserve of 
bases.

Nevertheless, the olinatic influences of the Ruwenzori 
mountains goes along to boost the agricultural production.
With rainfall averages of about 60 inches ( ) millimetres
and hence a good vegetation v/hich results into humous 
formation adding to the fertility of the soils the mountain 

slopes are good for agricultural production. The Bakonjo 

are the dwellers of the Ruwenzori slopes in Busongora practising 

a mountane system of agriculture.

$2
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As in the most areas of Uganda the major agricultural 
concentration is on subsistence faming. The more the timne 
time that is spent on the production of food the less the 

amount of cash orop3. One author has commented that "the 

real problem still facing Uganda is how to improve the 

standard of farming which is still retarded by the need for 

each individual farmer to produce the bulk of the food require
ments of the family"1 (J.?. Jameson). The orops produced 

for subsistence include finger millet, sorghum, sweet potatoes 
oassava, beans, groundnuts, maize, and plantains. The 
consumption of oassava has been on increase but finger millet 
is s t ill retained a3 an appreciated food. The impact of 
modern economy has resulted in the shift away from dependence 

on annual grains to the adoption of plantains among the main 

food supplies and an increased reliance on cassava and yams.
The Bakonjo are today greatly dependent on cassava, yams and 

beans as their food staples. Beans are the most important 
protein crop, the only other legume in the area being go 

groundnuts which are, however, not extensively grown.
There are two cash crops grown in the county. Coffee 

is grown on the slopes of the mountain and cotton on the 

plains. It was not until the 1950’s that the Bakonjo began 

to come to the plains to grow cotton. The coffee crop is 

sold rough hulled.
The land is opened for finger millet during the rainy 

period of August to November. Other crops like beans, 
cassava, sweet potatoes and maize follow in the second rainy 

period of Narch to Kay. Uethods of husbandry are s till low.



However, in the east of the county thero i3 a government 
controlled irrigation scheme, the Mubuku Irrigation Settlement 
Scheme, whose practices of husbandry oan he quoted here for 

illustration.
The Ilubuku Irrigation settlement soheme was started in 

the early 1960's. The main purpose for setting up the project 
was to assess the technical feasibility of and economic 
returns from the development of a substantial area for 

irrigated agriculture and to aoquire the management techniques 
applicable to large agricultural settlement. The scheme 
measures approximately 2000 hectares. Out of the 2000 hectares 
838.4 hectares is allocated to farmer holdings and the 

balance is to be utilized for pastures, eucalyptus forest, 
experimentation, administration buildings and social facilities. 
The farmers are organized into a co-operative society through 

which the sell of some of their produce is organized.
Today there are 141 farmers settled on a 3.2 hectare 

holding each together with their families. The target is set 
at 242 farmers. There is quite a long list of farmers who 
would like to join.

During the experimentation period, the following crops 
were found to be suitable: onions, maize, rice, groundnuts, 
cotton, plantain, lucerne, and fodder maize. Other minor 
crops were; beans, beettroots, cabbages, cauliflower, carrot, 
capsium, eggplants, tomatoes, tomato and dennel. However, 
not a ll the crops are today grown.

Cropping is organized into a 3 by 3 years crop rotation 

system. During the first three years crops of maize, rioe , 
groundnuts, beans, onions, cotton are grown. For the other 
three years lucerne, a legume, is grown for the purpose of
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improving soil fertility. The six year rotation is given

below:

Year 1st Season 2nd Season

One Maize/rioe Cotton

Two Groundnuts/hieans Onions

Three Onions Ilaize/rioe

Pour Luc erne Luo erne

Five Luc erne Luc erne
Six Luoerne lucerne

On average the area alioted to each crop for each

individual farm of 3.2 hectares works out a3 follows:-

Crop 1st Season hectares 2nd Season hectares

Onion 0.8 0.8

Maize 0.4 0.4
Groundnut s/maize 0.4- -

Cotton - 0.4
Luc erne 0.6 0.6

Plantain 0.4 0.4
Rice 0.4 0.4
Miscellaneous 0.2 0.2

Total 3.2 3.2

The 0.2 quoted aa miscellaneous is usually utilized 

for homestead and fruit/vegetable crops.



Fertilizers are U3ed to "boost production and include 

the following
1. Sulphate of ammonia.
2. Single Super phosphate.
3. NFK
4. Calcium/aluninium nitrate.
On the scheme there is a livestock section to which 

some produce like lucerne and fodder maize are sold. Buso- 
ngora is not very much of a lives took county. May "be the 

introduction of livestock on the scheme will spearhead 

livestocking in the county. The major hindrance especially 

for cattle rearing is tsetse flies. The county is infested "by 
Glosslna fuscipleuris and Glossina nallidepes especially in 

the Game park areas. The county is estimated to have a total 
number of 1695 heads of cattle. The Bakonjo keep some sheep 

and goats on the mountain slopes.
Forestry /
Forestry does not rank high as a resource production 

activity. The area above 2000 metres in the north-west corner 
of the county has been declared a forest reserve. This 
forest zone is not of commercial eoonomio importance. Its 

only significance is protective for the purposes of water 
conservation. The second area of forest reserve is west of 
lake Katwe between Nyamugasani Ranger Post and Lake Katwe town 

"this is known as Kihabule forest reserve. It is also too 

small for commercial purpose. Besides for the national park 

environmental conservation purposes it is not to be exploited 

even by the local people for fuel purposes. There are also



isolated woods around craters in the crater area north of 
lake Amin* Some other forest is an island in Lake George 

Akika Island -  which is also controlled by park regulations. 
Total area under forest reserve in the county is estimated 

to 68.27 sq. kilometres (2S.36 sq. mis.).
9.1«7 Utilization of A g r i c u l t u r a l  and Torestry Resources

The first major benefit of the rural production 

activity i3 its provision of food to the rural population. 
This responsibility falls on the rural adults. Some of the 

food is sold to the urban centres of Kilembe and Easese and 

to the fishing villages. Some food crops like beans are 

even sold as far as Kampala where the Ruvenzori beans arc 

particularly desired.
The biggest county population, like in a ll other parts 

of the country is dependant on rural production for its 

income# The cash crops of coffee and cotton in addition to 

other food crops which enter the oonneroial market earn 

incomes for the local villages.
Coffee and cotton from the county adds to the total 

nation's pool to be sold to the foreign markets for fetch 

foreign exchange.
Rural production provides employment both for the 

peasants and the educated v/ho cannot get employment in other 
sectors. For the peasants infact agricultural production 

fa away of life  which goes along to preserve traditional
values.
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9,1.8 Other Sevelorraent3 in the County
Urban Development
There are two major urban oentrea In the county -  the 

twin town of Kasese and Kilenbe. Kasese is today the 

capital headquarters of Ruwenzori District. The gro'v/th of 
both town has been greatly boosted by the mining of the 

oopper resources, Kasese is the rail head town of the 

railway that carries oopper to Kampala. In 1959 when the 

census was oarried out Kasese had only recently become a rail 
head and had a total population of 1554 people. Ten years 

after, in 1969 at the next population census it had increased 

to 7145. An increase of 558 people whioh gives it a very 

high intercensal growth rate. By 1969 population, Kasese 

is the seventeenth largest town in Uganda.
Kasese town planning area has a total of 619.2

heotares in areas. These are divided into t!

land uses:-

Zonation Area in Hectare

Roads 31.6

Railways 58.0

Residential 198.4
Industrial 104.4
Central Area 18.0

Open space 24.0

Other uses 268.0

Agricultural 484.4
Undetermined 619.2

Table DC: Area Zonation of Kasese Town.
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Source: Department of Urban and Country Planning, 

Kampala.
Kllembe Is entirely a oopper mining town which has 

teen run almost like a privately owned town. Data on it, 
even for population number is not present. Kilembe is not 
counted separately in urban analyses. Its population is 

included in the two parishes of Kyenjuki and Katiri to which 

it forms parts. Katiri had a population of 13,495 people 

in 1969. Host of the people in the parish are associated with 

the mine. Kyen;)uki had a population of 3657* That gives a 

total divisional population of 17,152 people of whioh about 
2000 (1969) are estimated to live in the urban area. The 
planning of the town is done by the mining enterprise and 

kept private.
The third significant urban centre whioh, however, 

is considered a fishing village settlement is Katwe.
According to 1969 population Katwe had a population of 806 

people. These were people who lived in the central area of 
the trading centre. However, there are two adjacent parishes 

whose population lives concentrated next to the trading 

centre. These are Kyarukara with 1902 people and Rwenjubu 

2,288 people. The total fishing village settlement is, 
therefore given as 4,996 people. By the instalment of the 

8alt projeot at Katwe the town is to be raised to a township
Status.

The other concentrated settlement of the county is 

•he trading centre of Muhokya with an estimated population of 
961 people. In addition there are the fishing villages of 
^senyi, Katunguru and Hamukungu. Kahendero is quite a small 

0lle» Their populations are given as -  Kasenyi 922, Katunguru
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Souroe: Department of Urban and Country Planning, 
Kampala.

Kilembe Is entirely a oopper mining town which has 
teen run almost like a privately owned town. Data on it, 
even for population number is not present. Kilembe is not 
counted separately in urban analyses. Its population is 

included in the two parishes of Kyenjuki and Katiri to which 

it forms parts. Katiri had a population of 13,455 people 

in 1969. Host of the people in the parish are associated with 

the mine. Kyenjuki had a population of 3657. Shat gives a 

total divisional population of 17,152 people of whioh about 
2000 (1969) are estimated to live in the urban area. She 
planning of the town is done by the mining enterprise and 

kept private.
The third significant urban centre whioh, however, 

is considered a fishing village settlement is Katwe.
According to 1969 population Katwe had a population of 806 

people. These were people who lived in the central area of 
the trading oentre. However, there are two adjacent parishes 

whose population lives concentrated next to the trading 

centre. These are Kyarukara with 1902 people and Rwenjubu 

2,288 people. The total fishing village settlement is, 
therefore given as 4,996 people. By the instalment of the 

salt projeot at Katwe the town is to be raised to a township 

Status.
The other concentrated settlement of the county is 

trading centre of Huhokya with an estimated population of 
S61 people. In addition there are the fishing villages of 
â8enyif Katunguru and Hamiikungu. Kahendcro is quite a small 

116• Their populations are given a3 -  Kasenyi 922, Katunguru



The biggest landuse of the county is game conservation 

vhioh has been estimated to occupy 69.4  ̂ of the total area 

but excluding open water. The rift valley depression is 

suitable rangeland for animal keeping. Obviously the areas 

today roamed by animals were historical grazing lands.
However, the devastating raids of Kabalega oouples by the 
tsetse fly ruined the cattle population of the area. Ruwenzori 
National Park to which Busongora fom3 part is the second 

largest in the country.
The area used for cultivation is relatively snail 

when you are to consider the parts occupied by game reserve 

and area above 2000 metres. Area under cultivation has been 

estimated by Professor Ianjland3 to be only 7$ (83 square 

kilometres).
Cattle grazing does not rank as an activity of the 

county. Area under urban use is estimated to be 6 square 

kilometres. The landuse3 of the town of Kasese are given 

under the section that considers urban development.
Within the National Park area there are other 

conflicting landuses. These are areas under fishing villages. 
Those villages that are legal have confined areas with well 
defined boundaries excising then from the national park. 
However, illegal settlements have also continued to grow.
One writer has remarked:

"By fqr the most serious threat to the continued 

existence of the Queen Elizabeth (Ruwenzori now) 
national park is the continued establishment of illegal 
fishing settlements within the national park and of 
the damage which these settlers inflict upon the

91
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vegetation and the disturbance to game." (p. 81)

Farther landuse conflicts are expected from the 

growth of Katwe settlement after the Salt Project has been 

established. The settlement is to bo promoted to a township 

Status. Various developments and increased population are 

expected. This may turn out to be disastrous to the national 

park if proper control is not exercised. ;
10,1 Aspects Warrantin'? Integrated action

Physical planning is basically concerned with the
spatial spread of developmental aspeots on the earth.' The
looation of a set of objects on a surface forms a distribution.
The study of distributions, a theme whioh has been mainly
oommon in geography, has been considered in economic mapping,
statistical mapping and point patterns on a uniform plane.
One way of describing a distribution with a number of dots

to study nearest neighbour relations was 
Is to study nearest neighbour features. A teclinlque l̂ntroduced
and is known as the nearest neighbour concept. To study 

nearest neighbour features is to consider the behaviour of , 
a set of phenomena on another set of phenomena. And to think 

in terms of effects between various phenomenon is to think 

comprehensively. It has been advocated previously that 
comprehensive planning is a resultant desire to have an 

integrated programme of action on a set of sectorial develop
ments * sectorial developments which have been an outcome 
of economic planning.

This thesis also proceeds to examine problems 
^nating from sectorial development of resources which 

^taii the desire to maximize benefits and necessitated
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integrated action of development in Busongora oounty. This 
has been done by dividing the county into zone of resource 

development* These zones are just areas where there are 

concentrations of development activities. They are areas big 

enough to warrant comprehensive analysis and solutions. The 
solutions to the problems presented by tho activities in 

these various area together constitute and integrated 

development programme for the oounty. To begin to think in 

terms of smaller zones and to try to present their problems 
of development and solutions is to think of area planning.
The next part of the thesis, therefore, presents area 

physioal planning problems and area physioal planning solutions.
The oounty has been divided into four main physioal 

zones oalled A, B, C and D (see map). The zones have also 

been subdivided into smaller development localities.
1  f?_ _ _ _ _ .. _ _ . i

xaDie a. i

Zone Locality 
A Ax

A2

A3
A4

- reel c o n ation ox wiie uuu-uwjr • 
***

Looal IJarae/Speoifioation 

Crater Area 

Katwe -  Rabatoro 

Mweya
Kazinga channel west.

B  ^ Pishing villages Areas

■ *2 lake George

*3 ' Nor thern  swamps of L.George

o 0 l Easese Town

• V Kilembe Mining Town

. °3 Muhokya Settlement.

°4 Mubuku Scheme
i ' . 1 ' •
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Table X: cort M

Zone Locality Looal JTame/Spcclfioatlon

Oj Busongora major Settlements

D Area above 2000 metres

N.B. The National Bark oovers the A and B zones.

Zone A i This is the area flanking Lake Amin on the northern 

side.. Its major plaoes are the Katwc-Kabatoro 

settlements and the western parts of Ruwenzori Park 

section in Busongora oounty, with numerous orators,' 
Zone Bi This zone is semi-oiroular of Lake George on the

western and northern sides -  Its major activity areas 
are the fishing villages of Eatunguru, Easenyi, 
Eahendero and Hamukungu. To the north it is mainly 

swampy with .floods of rivers emptying in the Lake. 
Zone Oi This Is the zone of major settlement in Busongora 

county and thus also a zone of varied development 
activities. It has the urban oentres of Easese and 

Eilembe and the Irrigation Settlement of Mubuku. The 
greatest rural production also takes place in this 

zone.
Zone D is the area in the county above 2000 metres

■ .T .
and by forest reserve regulations is not allowed for 

settlement.

B i  • :[ • : ; . i i . . • . f • .... . •

1  " -t . 1 I • V :,V • *

I  • ■!



j Area Problems curtailing Resource Development 
f»nd hence Maximization of benefits.

Crater Area
i . Destruction of vegeation by fire and grazing 

animals.
The fire and elephants are prominent in destroying 

the crater forests. Other animals destroy the 

savanna woodland.

The destruction of the orater forest is noticeable 

in the stamp remains of the trees and the dimini
shing number of acacia on orater floors.

ii. Shrinkage of marshes and waterholes.
iii. Increasing amounts of imperata. As a range 

grass imperata is an unnutritious grass,
iv. Bare grounds indicating erosion surfaoes.

A« Katwe-Kabatpro
Most of this areas problems ensue from its 

confinement 'by the national park areas.
The surrounding areas suffer similar ecologioal 
problems as those of the orater area.

i. Deteriorating vegetational cover facilitating 

soil erosion.
ii. Ianduse conflicts. Katwe is a fishing settlements 

surrounded by the national park. Misunderstandings 
of the boundaries excising Katwe and Kabatoro 

townships often arise.
iii. Risks with wild animals. In the national Parks 

the interests of animals are paramount,
iv. Over-fishing. Pishing ha3 become an important 

economic activity both locally and country-over.
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Pishing pressure may result in over-utilization 

of fishing stooks.
Frontier division of the waters. Fisheries 

management conservation measures developed on 

Ugandan 3ide oan easily he diluted hy lack of 
similar measures on Zaire side. Border 
conflicts over fishing rights also arise. 
Pollution
a. The possible contamination of the lake waters 

as a result of increased U3e of biocides in 

agriculture and forestry.
b. Surface mining of lime outside the western 

Ruwenzori national Park border results in 

emmissicn of dust in air, banks of debris 

containing acid which impair the grovrth 

of vegetation.
o. Salt factory is being constructed at Katwo. 

Atmospheric pollution with sulphur compounds 
which are deadly to plants and animals oan 

be expected.' Plants exposed to sulphur 
dioxide show decreased photosynthesis and

i
increased respiration and animals feeding 

on suoh plants oan also be adversely affeoted.'
d, Katwe is to be raised to a township status. 

Effluents from sewage and other subsidiary 

factories can be expected.
e. Effluents from Kilembe and Easese drain to 

lake George then on to Kazinga channel and 

lake Amin.



Peripherally -  Katwe and Kabatoro being far 

west suffer from "connection" with the rest of 

the country*
Lack of food -  these places are far from food 

markets of the county. Pood is obtained from 

Bwera in Bukonjo county, 26 kilometres away.
Lack of firewood -  Park regulations prohibit 
use of trees in the neighbourhood.
Lack of treated water. The lake waters s.re 
contaminated and one may easily oontaot 
Schistosomiasis -  BiUiarzia.
I-Iweya
Mweya is a peninsula between Lake Amin and 

Kazinga. It is the plaoe where tourist oatering 

activities, the Game Department activities and 

Institute of Ecology are centered.
The settled easternpart is Cut off as animal 
recluse especially for the hippos from Kazinga 

and Lake Amin,
Noise pollution. Prom automobiles, aircrafts 

and launches. The more the tourists the more 

the noise.
Dangers of contamination of the channel waters 
by domestic refuse and sewage discard.

Kazinga Channel V.rest
This is the western side of the Kazinga ohannol 
waters and the immediate area flanking the 

ohannel on the northern side. The area also 

shares in the ecological problems stated above.



Vegetation deterioration from fire and grazing 

especially the grazing of the ohannel shores by 

the hippos.
Increased viewing circuits. This is a problem 

of exoessive concern for tourists. The more the 

vehicles in the area per day the more the dis
turbance to the animals. The more the trucks 
the more the effect on vegetation and the soil,’ 
Bilowing dust from vehicle movements increases 

dust in the air.
Noise pollution in the channel from the launches 
that take visitors, go for game oounting and 

patrol for pouchers.
Disturbances of game by fishermen and their 
boats and canoes both during the day and at night.

Fishing village settlements.
This is the area west of lake George up to just 
west of the road from Ilbarara to Kasese. It is 

the area where fishing activities are concentrated. 
There are four fishing villages in a ll:-  
1, Katunguru 2. Easenyi
3. Hamukungu 4» Kahendero.

Kasenyi and Hamukungu are legal settlement 
villages with properly defined boundaries excising 

them from the national park. Katunguru and 

Kahendero are illegal settlements and have no 
proper demarcation boundaries. Katunguru is a 

settlement on both sides of Kazinga channel.
It is the Katunguru on the Bunyaruguru side that
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has illegal recognition. However, settlement 
is today concentrating on Busongora side than 

Bunyaruguru side. Today the Busongora 

Eatunguru is a sprawling settlement and a threat 
to park control regulations. The 1969 population * 11
of these villages was as follows.

Village Males Females Total
Kasenyi 609 313 922
Hanukungu 640 360 1000
Eatunguru 393 332 730
Eahendero 122 82 204

Total 1,769 1,087 2,856

i. Sprawling illegal fishing village settlement 
of Katunguru.

11. Recent up-start of an illegal fishing village at 
Eahendero.

iii. Noise pollution from autonobilies on the Easese- 
Eatunguru road and those to and from the fishing 

villages.
Game disturbance by food sellers from Ruwenzori 
elopes to the fishing villages.
There are also problems which are particularistic 

of the fishing villages, 
a. Standard of feeder roads.
"b. Standard of landing sites, 
o* Poor standards of housing.



d. lack of petrol p\imps.
e. Lack of chlorinated water supply.
f. Lack of washing slabs, fish stores, smoking 

houses and drying platforms.
g. Lack of public toilets.
h. Lack of proper market plaoes especially for 

foodstuffs.
i. Limited shopping facilities.
j. Proper disposal of fish v/aste and other 

refuse.
k. where to educate the children -  primary 

schools.
l. Lack of cooking fuel.
Lake George.
Lake Geogre is in danger of pollution as a result 
of economic activities that surround it. The 
types of pollution are:- 
Pollution from oopper spillage.
Pollution by effluents from Kilembe and Kasese 

urban areas.'
Pollution by biocides used at Mubuku Irrigation 

Scheme. At the irrigation scheme sulphate of 
ammonia, Single super phosphate, HPK and 

calcium/aluniniun nitrate are used as fertilisers 

at the scheme. Toxaphene is used for tick 

control.
Pollution from Dieldrin used for the control 
of tsetse flies.
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v. ' Pollution from peatioides uocd on tho Ruwonzori
|

slopes in agrioulture and at llubuku Soheme.
vi. Pollution from surface quarrying of lime 

between Muhokya and Kasese.

vii. Pollution from oil wastes at the rail station.

viii* Pollution from fish wastes that are disposed 

at the landing plaoes.
ix. Pollution by refuses from fishing villages.

• *•
Northern Swanns of L. George 

This area lies within the Ruwenzori National 
Park boundaries. It is the area that borders 
the major settlement zone in the north-west.
It is mainly swampy and has a number of rivers 

running through it. During the rainy period
a large extent of it is flooded. Its aquatio

/
nature makes it prone for pollution by the 

pollutants oarried from the agricultural areas 

and urban centres that flank it.

A survey oonduoted in Zone A and B indicated the 

followingt-
From 1969 oensus results Zone A and B have a total 

Population of 7,853 people. The total that was interviewed 

Va® 200 people. That makes a sample peroentage 2.5T&. The 
following data has been oomputed.

8 E
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Average else of household In the area 6.8.
Of the two hundred interviewed their plaoes of birth 
werei-
Katwe and Katunguru Bwera Arikole

126 13 24-

Buganda Kigezi Kenya Zaire 
21 7 3 6

Average longest period spent in the area - 23 years. 
Minimum 2 years. Maximum 80 years.

Average si2 e of household plot at Katwe where there 
is some cultivation - 2 heotares.
92$ wanted a bigger size of plot/
8$ were satisfied with their sizes of plots.

Oocupatlon types.

Occupation 
Selling salt 
Chief 
Fishing 
Cultivating 
Selling food 
Brewing aloohol 
Shop keeing 
Crafts 
Clerk 
Bar owner 
Brivtr

Bumber involved 
31 
3 

84- 
26 
27 
6 

9 
3 
1 

2 
2
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Occupation Humber involved

Selling water 
Headman 1

1

Restaurant owner 2
Selling old clothes 2
Appreciation of Rational Park:
121 appreciated tho presenoe of the Park. 60.5>»

Out of the -121 who appreciated only 5 were willing 

to migrate to leave the national park free of 
intervention.
3 to Bwera. 1 to Rasese. 1 to Ankole

8 households had people employed in either the national 
park or Uganda Hotels. Ron had more than two people.1 /

Source of food (place where obtained).
Katwe people get food -from Bwera market, 26 kilometres 

away. Katunguru people get food from Bunyaruguru 

county, 19 to 24 kilometres away. Kasenyi people 

Set food from Ruwenzori slopes and Bynyaruguru.
Kshendero and Hamukungu from the neighouring mountain

45 were indifferent.
34 f>id not appreoiate.

&reas.
■type of Fuel used.

^rewood
ĉ arcoal
^ncoal + Kerosene

Humber of people.
90
56

24
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c0ntinued:

jype of fuel used:
Number of people.

j^rcoal + firewood 30

Charcoal is obtained from West Arikole 
rirewo od/papyrus from around but against park 

yegulat ions«
Kerosene is bought in the neighbourhoods.

Of the 200 employed only 9 had ever been attacked by 

animals.

<L Kasese
Kasese is a town at the foot of mount Ruwenzori.
In 1959 it had a population of 1564 people.
Then it had only recently established as a rail 
head. In 1969 it had a population of 7145 people. 
An increase of 5581 people in ten years, whioh 

gives it one of the highest intercensal increase 

in the country. In 1959 it was the twenty fourth 

biggest town in Uganda. And in 1969 it had 

moved to become the seventeenth biggest town in 

Uganda. It current problems can be assessed 

to be the following:
Peripherally. It is 410 kilometres to Kasese 

by road through Port Portal from Kampala and 

347 kilometres by rail. That puts it far from 

the main capital of the country. However, it 

also has air connections to Entebbe, then on



to any other part of the world.
ii* Area for expansion. On the east it i3 bordered 

by Ruwenzori national Park and on the west by 

the Ruwensori Ilountain.
iii. Competition from the twin mining town of 

Kilembe.
iv. Exhaustion of the copper mine,
v. Adverse attitudes of the Bakonjo due to political 

disatisfaction.
vi. Hot and dry climate,
vii. Untarmcked roads and streets,
yiii. Kodern bus and taxi parks.
ix. Built up market place,
x . Organised recreational or sports ground and 

reoreational hall,

C2 Kilembe

Kilembe has hitherto been run as a private town 

belonging to the mining enterprise. Though 

interaction to and from the town may not be 
difficult the existence behind a gate and the 

formalities ' at the - gate go farther to make it 

a confined island of development. Kilembe is 

entirely a oopper mining town. It is not 
counted separately in the urban analyses. Its 

population is included in the two parishes of 
Katiri (13,495 people in 1969) and Kyenjuki 
(3,657 people in 1969) to whioh it partly
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exists. Its problems are largely particular- 
listio to the mining of the copper resource.

Exhaustion of the oopper reserves. Today 

expeoted to exist 8 to 9 years more. Save for 

recent discoveries they were expeoted to have 

heen exhausted tills year.
ii. Privacy attitude and concealement in the 

mountains•
iii. lack of a plant to extract oobalt and sulphur 

from the pyrlte which is today only stook piled.
iv. Copper pollution of the looal rivers.
v. Kilombe i 3 also affected by the adverse 

attitudes of the Bakonjo due to political 
"reasons.

vi. Built up market plaoe.
7iiCongested built up area due to laok of flat 

surfaoe.
▼iii,' Health hazards to workers.' 
lx* Disfigurement of the landscape,
x. Adequate power resources in the neighbourhood.
xi. Competition from the twin town of Kasese.
*ii.' No reliable population data.

C3 Muhokya
Kuhokya is a concentrated settlement or a trading 

oentre about 6 kilometres from Kasese town.1 
Its 1969 population i3 estimated at 961 people 

538 male3 and 297 females. It has a G-ombolola 
headquarters, a polioe post, a churoh, a number
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o f shops and cotton sto res . I t  problems can 

he assesed as:

Prop inqu ity  to the national park. On the 

eastern  side the settlement is  sem i-c irc led  by 

the n ation a l park boundary. I t ,  th ere fo re , 

has problems o f c o n flic ts  with the nationa l 

park au thority .

Sprawling development. The settlement is  on

both sides o f the Kasese Katunguru road which -----

has a considerable  number o f high speed and 

heavy commercial veh ic le s  per day. Therefore, 

the town lacks proper physica l p lanning.

I t  e x is ts  on in fe r t i le  s o i ls  and, th ere fo re , 

lacks immediate grounds fo r  c u lt iv a t io n . Food 

comes from the Ruwenzori s lopes.

The cotton stores depend on the production of 

a migrant population  from the mountain s lopes. 7 

Considerable degree o f  alcaholism  and pro

s t itu t io n  fo r  so sm all a ru ra l settlem ent centre.

Mubuku I r r ig a t io n  Settlement Scheme 

Mubuku scheduled production scheme

u t i l i s in g  i r r ig a t io n  techn ical se rv ice  upon 

which cash crop production on in d iv id u a l holdings  

depends. A lo t o f planning e sp e c ia lly  in  p lo t  

layouts has been done at the scheme. However, 

i t s  major problems l i e s  in  comprehensive 

development o f the scheme into a conducive 

human h ab itat in  respect to the concerned peoples
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desires and expectations. Emphasis should not 
be laid on production only but also the 

human element. Together, the environmental 
aspects in terms of conservation should also 

be considered.
Development of a human settlement which is a 
reflection of the people who are settled.
The scheme should not continue to be a separate 

entity but should aspire to be part of an over 
all regional development. There is lack of 
diffusion of innovative efforts and techniques 
to the surrounding rural areas.
Alot of capital investments have gone into the 

scheme and a considerable large number of 
field agricultural officers are employed in a 
concentrated scheme at the expense of thousands 
and thousands of struggling peasants outside 

the scheme.
Consideration of the long list of those who 
are attracted to Join.
Regard for environment in respect to the large 

quantities of biocides which are used.

Busonrora major settlement Area
So far for zone C we have dealt only with the
Vt-rious pockets of development in the zone.
Row we shall concern ourselves with the 
Remaining rural spread where most of the rural
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production takes places. Hence the problems 
to he concerned with will pertain to the 

nature of rural settlement and production.
Low productivity ferralitic soils especially 

in the Kasese Muhokya area.
jj.. High temperatures and low rainfalls on the 

right plains.
Slope problems and inaccessibility especially 

for vehicles on the mountain. This renders 
transportation especially the movement of 
agricultural productions to urban markets 
quite a burden.

iv. High insistence on subsistence production.
v. Adverse political attitudes limiting 

interaction especially of field officers and 

other types of elites as agents of moderni
zation. This also affects collection of 
essential data for analysis and assessment of 
the prevailing production situation.

vi. Peripherally and isolation due to the 

configuration of the land.
vii. Low livestock production.
*iii. Low agricultural mechanical inputs.

Biocides which are used in agriculture.
*• Customary practice of burning off grass and 

scrub leading to considerable atmospheric 

pollution.

.
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xi. Limited forest resources.
xii. Together with the general social problems of 

rural under development that affects the 

whole country.
Zone Dt This zone is land above 2000 metres. This 

land is Bgarded as being at too high an 

altitude for economic utilization. The land 

is protected from vegetation destruction 

according to the Uganda Forest reserve 

regulations. Its utilization is as a water 
conservation zone. It also has significance 

in the mountaineering activity. For economic 
importance it is largely a waste land which 

may need protection from economic interference, 

Threat of future human interference as 
population on the lower slopes increases. 
Insecurity on the lower slopes may make it a 

resort for temporary settlement i f  emergency 

may break out.
i i i .  Delicate vegetational cover.

■̂0.1,2 Other Problems in the county

In addition to the local area resource development 
Problems there are problems which are county wide or need 

^oad considerations.
a, Poachinn; of Game

i.

i i .

j

By far the greates threat to the national park 

today can be said to be poaching, especially 

for the valuable trophy animals like the
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elephant, hippo, and leopard. It is feared 

that since the advent of the Uganda, Economic 
War poaching has been at the highest increase. 
In the sixties and earlier on it was impossible 

to drive through the park either at night or 

during the day without finding not only 

elephants but several herds of elehpants.
Today they are a rare scene. However, there 

are no recent game figures to show the mag
nitude of this problem though the dotted 

carcases and teams of vultures in the national 
park have their own stories to tell.

Historically, there are two forms of poaching. 
There is the traditional poaching whereby 

a group of villagers organise themselves for 

a hunt just to get meat for consumption. In 

Busongora county where livestock is low this 

activity may be justitiable on the local 
villagers for whom hunting may not only be a 
search of meat but was traditionally inbedod 

in their way of life . This kind of poaching is 

not very devastating and sometimes may help 

in the cropping of animals. The most serious , . 
kind of poaching is the commercial poaching. 
This kind ot poaching is very selective and 

removes a good number of animals every hunt for 

modern weapons of k ill are often involved. 

Education of the masses and enlisting support
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of nearby residents and of the local 
administration may be the only viable long-term 

weapons for poaching, though not thorough for 

recent outbreak of commercial poaching and the 

results may be slow to take root for the 

traditional poaching.
Soisrolcgical Problems.
The western Rift valleyand adjacement areas 
is a seismic zone and the risk is moderate 

ttf> high. Busongora county part of the 

rift valley system is one of the high risk 

areas. Occasional earthquakes are often a 
remainder that the area has not yet reached 

a period of tectonic quiessence. The most 
recent serious earthquake was in tho first half 
of the sixties and a number of the residents 

lost their lives.
i Tsetse Flies control

Busongora county, especially the national park 

zone is prone by tsetse flies -  Glossina 

fusciuleuris and Glossina uallideues. There is 

an endeavour to control the tsetse fly by the 

use of the Dieldrin biocide. However, dieldrin 

is not without adverse effects to the environ
ment to which it is applied.

1 A haze of air Pollution from Hina Cement factory 

On the eastern side of the county at Hima there 

is a factory for the production of cement. The
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factory discharges a considerable amount of 

dust into the air. There is need to study 

the dangers of thi3 pollution which can be 

seen to be spreading to the game reserve 

areas.
O ve r-u se  o f  m o u n ta in  r e s o u r c e s .

The Bakonjo on the Ruwenzori slopes have 

placed a heavey demand on the use of the 
mountain slope resources. Today quite a 

number of them have began to migrate to the 

plains as is evidenced by the cotton culti
vators on the plains and the list of those 

awaiting to Join the resettlement scheme. 
They also form a big group of those in the 

resettlement scheme.
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Chapter* P>r

Certain factors are notev;orthy in the desire to 

,oT\z cut a comprehensive plan to ensure planning for maximum 

.•tiliaaticn of resources in Busongora countr; . Host of 
^ese are ccntrcits which prohibit the desired conditions 

t0r ideal solutions*

[a) wildlife:
(i) There is inability to cor.forn to the expectation 

that a national pari: should be a confined zone of natural 
aesthetic value with limited artificial developments.
(?) The Infancy of Private landholdings including 

complete settlements which were located within the
national park when boundaries were originally delimited♦
rrcatly diminish the intention to isolate the national 
park as a controlled landscape of animal conservation.
(3) The nature of some resources like salt and 

fish which are found within the national park boundaries 
take it impossible to exploit then without basing at 
least some facilities at their place of occurrence which 

Sees along to ensure the lcngstay of unsolved landuse 

inflict problems.
(♦) There has been lack of conserved efforts to control 
-he establishment of illegal settlements and their 
®Prawling developments. The framework for effective 

Physical planning or at least land planning does exist 
it is the limited penetration of the planning idea 

the concerned boards and councils that is lacking.
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(5) The establishing of accommodation facilities for 

tourists and the basing of resident populations within 

the national park (at L'weya) farther adds to the 

problems of londuse conflicts. At llweya there is a 
Uganda Hotels Limited Safari Lodge, Uganda Institute
of Ecology and its workers and the Game Department workers.
An area which could have been used as a sanctuary for 
animals especially hippopotamuses from Kazinga channel 
and Lake Anin and hence a viewing place in taken up by 

such facilities or developments.
(6) There are areas in the national park which today 

show signs cf deteriorating rangeland due to such hazards 
like fire, soil erosion and overgrazing. Such areas are 

like the areas in the.propinquity of Lake George which 

have been overgrazed in several parts by the hippopotamus, 
the crater area where fire has destroyed some of the acacia 

communities and the shores of Lake Anin where there has 
also been overgrazing.
(7) Late dry season burning produces fierce fires end 

nay cause serious damage of both the animals and the 

vegetation. However, early dry season burning is desirable 

to maintain the value of the vegetational cover. Buying 

nay also help to produce open green landscapes of greater 
attraction in which game are more easily visible to tourists 

that long standing bushes. There is a need for investigation 

to establish clearly the management values of the use of 
fire.
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(8) Misunderstanding of tho exact positions of the 

boundaries which excise the national park from other 
settlemen s and sonotir.es misunderstanding of the powers 
of arrest by tho game rangers results into unnecessary 

management conflicts between the game authority and the 

general public which sometimes have to be resolved in 

court. In all places where it passes the national park 

boundary should be properly demarcated.
(9) There are several forms of economic development 
activities inside and outside tho national park which 

have been a source of pollution. These have included 

such things as:-
(a) Llineral exploitation of copper, lemon line, 

salt, cement, and quarrying for road 

building and construction.
(b) Fertilisers and biocides used in agriculture 

at tlubuku and other parts of the country 

outside the national park. Ecological 
research in the area indicates that large 

quantities of pestcide residues have reached 

the northern y>arts of Huwenzori National Park.
(c) Dieldrin used for tsetse flies control.
(d) Automobiles, aircrafts and launches as 

sources of noise pollution which, however, 
goes on with no concern from the authorities.

(10) There is lack of clean distinction between pure 

and applied research to be carried out for rangeland
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and para consolation managers nt purposes. The Uganda 

Institute of Ecolory should Brand no t of efforts in 

ecological research applicable to day to day solving of 
ecological problem. There is lack of clear terns of 
reference to s .ell out the responsibilities of the 

research workers and. their obligation to hand ever 
their findings to the management authority,
(11) Poaching, especially commercial poaching has been 

on increase recently. The elephant is the most trophy 

treasured anir.al nd hence adversely affected by comaercial 
poaching. Traditional poaching mainly concerns browsers 
whose neat is liked for human consumption. The buffalo 

and the Kob in this case are the ones mainly affected,
(b) Firm G :

(1) Ovo'i‘::/'in : There is no quantum data that has
been kept in the past years to show the stocks of fish, 
their extent of exploitation and the dangers of depiction* 
Only figures of landed fish have been kept by the 

Fisheries Department, However, fish exploitation in 

Lake Anin, George and Hazinga Channel have been of high 

concentration since the early 1960's. This area has the 

best fish exploitation facilities in the whole country 

as is exemplified by the number of processing plants 

located in the a^ea. There are two fish processing 

plants at Karonyi and Hatunguru and another has been 

proposed for Hatwe area.

During the survey which was conducted in the area
some "etired fishermen.there were found Their reason
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was that fish catches ha d dwindled caking the fishing 

activity less economical. This nay be an indication of 
tho advent of the overfishing problem.
(2) There in lack of landing and social facilities at 
the landing sites. The landing grounds suffer from 

lack of cite organisation. Infact physical organisation 

is even necessary to take care of feeder roads.
(3) There i3 lack of utilisation of fish waste most of 
which is thrown back into the water. It is not uncommon 

to seen an extensive zone of unsavory mass around the 

shores adjacent to the big landings. This could easily 

constitute a health hazard in the near future. Five tons 
of fish yield are estimated to yield one ton of fish meal, 
a valuable feedstuff valued at about 1000 shillings per 
ton in East Africa.
(4) The Uganda Fish Marketing Corporation (TUFI.IAC) ha3 

been of real assistance to fishing development.'" Its 

efforts to improve the quality of its own salted fish 

made its competitors to adopt the sane methods, thus 
strengthening the Zaire market. It pioneered the 

filleting, packaging and freezing process in Uganda and 

although its orm sales efforts have been ineffective it 

has paved the way for the gradual shift to frozen fish
in the local market. The capital investments written off 
so far may not, therefore, represent a waste. Even 

mistakes in investment, operation and management have 
served  as art educational function which has contributed 

to the progress of the successor firms and the trade in the 
gene ra l•
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(5) • o'1 or: Lake Goorgo in currently under a
pollution danger which affects tho acquatic plants and 

fish# Tho lake has teen reported to receive nitrates 

and other fertili: era drai ed from the surround inf; farms 
where the fertilisers have teen in regular use, Tailing 

dan efflucn from the Kilembo area through Bukoki river 

also end into tho lake. The lake is knom as the richest 
in mosses and algae in tropical Africa. The lake, 
therefore, is affected by out-ywP.lection. IVhon the no sees 
and algae die they oink to the bottom. V.'hon they decay 

they censure oxygen and release nutrients for farther 
plant cycle. This kind of fertilization causes a decrease
in oxygon content 
about, gross chance 
pestcido residues 

lake or aniens and

and increase in temperature bringing
life

s in the acquacticAof the lake. The
can bo concentrated in the fish and other 
consequently affect human beings who

eat the fish.
(c) k i s c t a l s

(1) Geological capping and surveying has been going on 

in Uganda for a long tine but has not yet been fully 

exhausitive. The fu ll extent of mineral occurence both 

in the entire country at largo and Busongora county in 

particular in  not yet known. The copper resources at 
Kilenbe were expected to be exhausted by 1976. However, 
recent discoveries : ere made and present reserves are 

estimated to last eight to nine y e a r n .
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(2) 'when the copper reserves shall be exhausted there 

shall be a need to introduce other forms of employment 
occupations to support the population at Kilenbe which 

is today dependant on the exploitation of the copper 
mineral# This problem will affect the twin town of 
Kaseso too and the railway which wan extended purposely
to carry the mineral#
(3) Effluents from tailing damn at Kilenbe are the worst 
source of mineral product pollution in the country. The 
principal pollutants from copper are solids, toxic m tain 

and flotation reagents. River Rukoki and Lake George where
it ends are the worst affected.
(4) Ruwenzcri Park authority has placed a demand that a 

plant for purifying exhaust gases and water cooling towers 
be erected as part of the 3alt works to protect the 

environment in which the animals live.
(5) The installation of the salt factory at Xatwe, however, 
is going to greatly increase disturbances in •uh„e national 
park. There is the proposed upgrading of the town 

settlement. There shall be increased interaction by 

people making control of vistors to the nations}, park 

almost impossible. The number of automobiles will 
increase -  lorries to export the salt and employee's
cars.
(6) There is noed to control and study the dangers of 
dust pollution from Hina cernen1: factory and lemon line 

quarrie s•
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(7) A survey to find out nil tho minerals in and around 

tho national park in necessary to help in the future 

planning of developments in and around tho national park. * 1
(d) rt: -'L i <

(1) Tfco non-urban population outside the national park
is 16t945* She average size of family in tho country is
4.8. The average size of holding is 1.25 hectares. This
nates an assumed area of 57«? square kilometres. The
total land a-’oa of the country is 1 1 9 1  square kilonetres.
TVfcen the area under game conservation (827 sq. kn.),
area above 2000 metres (85 sq. km.) and area under urban 
are subtructed
useAr;e â e left v;ith a total land area assumed free for 

cultivation of 275 square kilometres. This leaven us 
v:ith a total land area which is reserve for farther 
cultivation. However, most of the uncultivated parts are 

those on the rift valley floor. The area utilized for 
cultivation is that on the mountain slopes and /is estimated 

to be a third of tho total arable zone. This means only 

55*9 square kilometres is suitable reserve area for farther 
cultivation. However, this figure does not allow for the 

topographical constraints which would also reduce the 

reserve for cultivation.
(?) The Bokonjo are already exerting high demands on their 
mountain slopes and some of then hnve already begun moving 
away to core to the plains. They fern a big population 

of the resettlement scheme and some a:’© around Muhokya area 

involv'd in cotton growing. There is also an advent 
of settlor.: rt in tho Dura-Kyondo area, though some in the
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national park. The Bakonjo names also form a lonr part 
of the waiting list to Join the resettlement scheme.
(5) Dome ."'round modification like terracin':, mechanization 

and other farm inputs ark introduction of other crops 
is necessary to boost the productivity* of the 

mountain elopes sc as to contain the growing population.
(4) Too much involvement in the subsistence farming 

renders little  time for growing of cash crops which may 
be necessary to earn money to improve the methods of 
husbandry which are still poor.
(5) The adverse political attitudes makes it impossible 

at present for agricultural officers and other related 

governir-nt officers to go to the mountain slopes and help 

in the aiding of the farmers to improve their productions.
(6) When cotton growing on the rift valley floor 

increases or spreads, and the use of fertilisers and biocides 

as farm inputs goes unchecked, the dangers of pollution, 
especially into the national park area v/ill be aggravated.
(7) The day to day selling of the foodstuffs in the fishing 

villages by the Bakonjo enhances . disturbances of the 

game in the national park. Besides those who interact
run the risk of being attacked by animals.
(8) Forestry is no* a major activity of Busonjora count y, 
Kihabule local forest reserve is the only considerable forest 
of the count y. It is used for conservation purposes of
the national park* Tree planting is not a favoured activity 

of the Bakcnjo though there are certain areas like river 

valley which can be utilized for afforestation*
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(9) Afforestation may not be a successful programme in 

Buson^ora county. To plat trees closely on the rift valley 

f3oor would contravene the tsetse control moves to
eradicate the fly. On the mountain slopes there is not 
enough a re a  for tree g ro w in g .  Besides forests may form 

refugee areas for none animals which sometime nay attack 

the t-’ee owners. However, some attempts with careful
planning are necessary.

Goals Objectives
(1) Cons erve the national 
park rangeland.

(1) The Uganda Institute of
Ecology should carry out
an extensive ecological 
reseach specifically for 
environmental management.

(?) The findings should be/
systematically handed to 

the Game Department for 

management and +here should 

be clear te rrjs of reference, 
between the two.

(3) Environmental conservation 

should form part of game 
wardens, training and 

other middle cadre of the 

National Park workers.

(4) Insist on systematic 

early burning.



n Objectives

(5)

(6)

( 7 )

(2) Gainful cropping (1)

(?)

(3)

W

(5)

( 6 )

Sot up firebreaks in the 

crater area and other parte 

when necessary.
Systematically crop the 

hippopotamus and the 

elephant.
Control the introduction 

and farther expansion of 
undesired developments 
in the national park area. 
Cropping to be preceded by 

scientific research.
Up to date counting of the 

animals.
Sell the neat of the edible

/
cropped aninals to the 
neighbouring population 

and look for farther markets. 
Sell the trophies to ĥe 
tourists.
Plough back 4 he proceedings 
for improved cropping 

methods and related 

management.
Cropped aninals to form 

material for scientific 

study.
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(3) Control conflicting 

landu see.

Go air; __________________
(1) Concentrate the sprawling 

growth of Katunguru by 

moving it to only one side 

of Kazinga channel.
(?) Abolish the fishing village 

of Kahen&ero•
(3) Abolish the deteriorating 

township of Kabatooro and 

integrate it with Kat- e.
(A) Control of growth and

likely expansion of Katv.e.
(5) Stop cultivation in Katwe 

area.
(6) Control the growth of

population in the legal
/

settlements of Hatwe and 

Katunguru*
(7) Step farther setting up 

of economic developments 
in the national park.

(8) Construct a singtefeoder road 

connecting Kacenyi; via 

Harnukungu for 'he foodseller 
from the mountain slopes

Objectivea
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(4) Control Pollution

Goals

(1) Insist that plant fcr 

purifyinn exhaust case3 
and V.- ter cooling towers 
be erected as part of 
Katv.e salt works.

(r>) Control copper spillage 

from Kilembe copper nine.
(3) Control the use of fertilizers 

and biocides harmful to the 
environment at LIubuku 

Irrigation scheme and other 
cultivated areas,

(4) Control dust spread from 

Kima cer.enJ- factory.
(5) Control the unsystematic 

spread of lemon lime quarrying.
(6) Macadamise Fort Portal -  

Kampala road to reduce 

automobiles from Kampala via 

Kbarara and the national 
Park to Fort Fortal and 

Kaseso for mere use of the
macadamised Kampala-Libarara- 

Kasese-Fort Portal road.

Obrioctlves
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Goals

(5) Controlled growth 

of iluhokya Trading 

centre.

(7) Use the railway for 

transportation of the 

nalt and o‘her products of 
the Katve salt works. Hence 
the lorries to the railway 

station can pans vest of 
the national park boundary 

via wuruti, Kinyanaseka and 

then Huhokya.
(8) Alternatively a lino be 

constructed fron Kaseso along 

the westejn end of the park 

boundary to Katve.
(9) Lir.it interaction of 

automobiles in the notional 
park and launches on Kazinga 

channel.
(10) Put up a fish meal plant to 

utilize fish waste.
(11) Control the growth of mosses 

and algae on Lake George 

considered weeds through 

botanical and related 

ecological research.
(1) Clearly demarcate the 

national park boundary.
(2) All development b“ 

concentrated on the western

Objectives,___________________________
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Goals Objectives

(6) Planned development 
of Karenyi and Hanu 

Kungu fichine villages (1) 
villapee

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)
(6)

(7)

(8)
(9)

( 10)

aide of the road only to 

eace conflict with the 

national park and eace 

driving on the Kasese-Katunguru 

road.

Only one and improved 

feeder road to Xasenyi 
and IlanuKungu.
Site planning for layout 
of the landings with 

improved internal rood 

structure.
Improve standard of housing. 
Construct fish stores 

Provide a petrol pump. 
Provide chlorinated water 
supply.
Put up landing pier and 

washing slabs.
Put up smoking houses 
Provide for refuse 

disposal.
Put up private and public 

toilets.
Organized market for 
foodstuffs.

(11)
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Go air._________________________ Objectives
(12)

(7) Comprehensive (1)
dov~lopmont fo r
L'libulru Irrigation (2)
scheme*

(3)

(4)

(3)
(6)

(7)

(0 )

(9)

( 10)

(8) Increased (D  

Agricultural 
Production on

Provide shopping facilities. 
Take up all the land 

planned for the scheme 
Lir.it expansion towards 
the national park boundary 

Accomodate core people 

fron the mountain slopes. 
Integrate developnont rith 

neighbouring villages.
Improve standards of housing. 
Provide scciol facilities 

like schools, bars, religious 

buildings and shopping.
Seek farther markets for 

crop products.
Provide transport for 

exportation of crop products 
to far markets like Fort 
Portal, LIbarara and Kampala. 
Provide transp ort to Kasese 

and Kilembe tovms.
Kesearch into environmental 
conservation especially 

in relation to national park.
Solution to the -jâ onJo *s 
political grievances to
provide a peaceful atmosphere 

for the field officers.mountain slope's
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finals
(9) Planned Urban

ObjectIvon

developments

(1) Adherence to the Ka3ose 

development pirn
(P) Kasese should e:rpand towards 

Rukoki, westwards pnd
southwestwards to limit 
conflict with the national 

park,
(3) Town and country planning

department should take over 
and provide a development 
plnw. for Kilenibe,

(A) Control farther gro.th of 
Kilembe town for the mining 

reserves shall not be long 

lasting.
(5) Provide cottage industries 

in ICasese.
(6) Agricultural product 

processing plants like coffee 

curing be put up to provide

population which shall be 
rendered unemployed when 

reserves are depleted.
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(2) Less involvement into 

subsistence farcing.
(3) Introduction of other cash 

crops in addition to the 

only cash crop of Arabics 

coffee.
(A) Terracing for fare management.
(5) Additional methods of 

improved farm husbandry.
(6) Plant trees as farm 

boundaries to provide for 
afforestation and check soil 
erosion.

(7) Market for buying simple 

farm tools like pangas, 
rakes, hoes, and' simple 

tractors.
(8) Transportation to urban 

markets of Kileijjbe and 

Kaseoe.
(9) Organized co-operative 

movement for sell of products 
and its penetration to a ll 
members of the population.

(10) Hoad and rail transport of
products to farther markets.

Goal_______________  Objectives
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ST^AT'-GY ~ C  1' " 2 ~' *7* ATT ( k »

To install a programme of integr ted action in 

Busongora county, like shall be in all other counties 
of Uganda, needs a clear understanding of the agents of 
development, basic and valid facts, and requirements 
for implementation. In terns of agents of development
it is always easy tc talk of the private developers on 

one hand and the Government as a public developer on the 
ether, but often the situation is nore con. ekensive 

than this. The Government .cannot be viewed simply 

as a single developer for it works through various 

departments and representatives^variety of which are to 

be found in Busongora county. Furthermore, economic 
growth and social modernisation in the rural areas do 
not occur as a self-directed movement initiated by the 
local population but through an increasing dogreb of 
governmental intervention. The whole exercise cf economic 
progress through structural transformation of the 

economies is a diverse enterprise propelled by a wholesale 

imposition of modem economic, social and political aspects 
from outside the traditional cultures.

Three basic premises need to be gauged cut from 

the outset. These are the necessity for Research, the 

necessity fer ri mr.ing (comprehensive planning) and the 

necessity for Ir.nlemertation.
T A S V 3 :

(d) The task of research shall be to provide the facts
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that are necessary end vital for clear form:lation of the 
integrated programme•
(2) The task of planning shall be to integrate the findings
of interdisciplinary research, relate then to practical 
social, political and economic factors and produce a 
comprehensive plan of action.
(3) Tho task of implement at:', or. shall be to take decisions
and put into action the recommendations of the 

comprehensive plan cf action.
TY. r.5:
K1YP. *-■ Pit Research can be of tv;o forms. There is resoach 

which is purely concerned with the advancement of knowledge 

often called pure research. There is reseach that is 

applicable to solving prevailing practical problems. For 
the purpose cf comprehensive integrated development in 

Busongcra* like in any other county of the country, it is 

applied research for solving the day to day mundane problems 
of the area that is necessary,
ILA;'1T"C-: It is the purpose of this study to stres3
that comprehensive integrated planning is now necessary
in Busongora county. However, there are certain issues
of procedure that need to be made clear. For long the
National Park ha3 developed as an authority of its own
and has the supreme authority over irs zone. Since the
National Park has a clearly defined zone of influence and
since the

units, the
its ovn c"

National Park ex . . .tent transcends administrative
National Park should bo encouraged to develop

rnrchrnrive plan. Then planning for the county



should incorporate the findings and recommendations of 
the National Park plan. Obviously, it is too early to 

begin thinking of county development plans. Comprehensive 
planning for Busongora county must be a section of the 

Western Province Development plan at large and hence 
part of the* Ruwenzori District Development plan, for 
detail. Conerchonsive integrated physical planning will 
relate to the practical economic, social and political 

factors of the area.
I! j LH. ~ H P ' T : The implementation of the comprehensive
plan shall bo first the task of the various field officers 

found in the area. However, the implementation of the 

planning can never bo meaningful and complete without the 

fu ll involvement of the people for whom it is intended -  the 

local population of the area. The involvement of the local 
pupulation in Jho planning and implementation process nay 

not succeed at once, however, persistent efforts must be 
maintained to achieve the gcal, Therefore, one of the 

major task of comprehensive planning of the area should be 
to conjure intimrey of the local pupulation v;:th the plan. 
THE rTAHi A3 has been pointed above, there shall be two 

comprehensive plans to which comprehensive integrated 

development in Busongora county, shall subscribe. These 

are J-
(1) A comprehensive Development plan for Ruwenzori 

National Park.
(2) A conprehen ive integrated development plan for 

Rurensori di strict.



The plan should concern itself with the following
aspectsi- 
(1 ) Posearch

( i )  Ecological -  (a)

( b )
(c)

( i i )  Physical -  Illegal

Ca)
Cb)

(c)

( i i i )  Fisheries -  (a)

Cb)

(c)

(iv ) Economic -  (a)

(b)

Habitat of the animals, 
health and related problems. 
Pollution in the park 

Conservation oT"-the range 1 and .
settlements in the Pnrlc. 

Magnitude of the problem 

Future Expectations e.g. on 

population growth.
Alternative settlements as 
solutions.
to determine the potentialities 

of the fisheries resources.
To determine the effects of 
pollution on the fisheries 

resources.
Other necessary fisheries 

research.
Profitable marketing of the 

fisheries resources 

Most conducice means cf 
transportation of the fish 

and fish products outside 

the national park.



(c) Future location of plantn 

for exploitation of local 
resources without much 

interference with the national 
park.

(d) Any other research deemed 

necessary*
(v) Geological -  to determine the fu ll extent of the

mineral resources in the national 
park.

(2) Planning;
rindin' s from the above researches should be 

contained in a comprehensive plan of action drawn 

up through the guidance of physical planners together 
with representatives of the Board of trustees of the 

Uganda rational Parks, Game Department, Uganda Tourist
Board, Uganda Institute of Ecology, Economic planners/
local adminstrators as concerned agents and to a 
certain extent the local population.

(3) Irr»Ic x n tn tio n
Implementation should bo a day to day programme 

concerned with the following problems whenever and 

wherever nocessary:-
( i )  Clear demarcation of the park boundaries.

( i i )  Con nervation of natural vegetation.
(a) cropping of animals
(b) control of fires
(c) control of erosion

136
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(d) control of spread of less nutritive 

grasses like irre-rita.

( i i i )  Selling of meat during cropping periods.
(iv) Most feasible tourist circuits and other 

typos cf tourist intervention*

(v) rovers of arrest by the rangers.
(vi) Public access -  general public and local 

villagers.
(v ii) Development of ranger posts and any other 

camps.
(v iii) Priorities cf management and research 

projects.
(ix) Management of daily expenditure
(x) Day to day management of vehicles 

(ad.) Publicity -  through education, forums or 
discussions, films, posters etc.

(4-) Pi r.r.rco: ^
The finance requirements for the implementation 

of the development programme have to bo properly

T/orkcd cut.
(5) Division of responsib ilities -  betvoen all those that 

shall bo concerned vith  the planning and implementation.

(6) Pro •o^o-'ts ar.d To virion of Plan:
To ensure sustained progress.

(B) pu vr-' \ i pic: DnviiLor**"rTr?

It is not the purpose of this section to be 

exhaustive of all the requirements of an integrated
development pirn for Ruvenzori District since its
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concern has boon with the development of resources in 

Buson^ora county* Kurenzori District Development Plan is 

hero quoted an the main body to which comprehensive planning 

for Bunon̂ ora county shall form pa~t.
The District Development plan shall be a culmination 

of into{r~a* ?d physical and economic planning activities.
Economic planning shall be propagated by exploitation of 
local natural resources and the solving of particularistic 

economic problems of the district. Physical planning shall 
concern it s o I f  with tho spatial dimensions developed into a 
set of urban and rural development strategies. Thus the 
integrated development plan shall aspire to integrated 

practical social, economic and physical problems of the 

district. Therefore, the District Plan shall include

( i )  description of the occurinn physical, social
find economic characteristics of the district

/
end specific proposals for future development,

( i i )  Goal s and particularistic objectives to achieve 

then.
( i i i )  Planning maps showingt-

(a) Lenduse zonations
(b) Urban or service centres -  existing, 

proposed, and functional sizes.
(c) Infrastructure.

Civ) P rogramme fer integrated development. Below is 

spelled cut what shall be contained in the 

Busonro: a county section
(i) Urban plans -  (a) Statement of development

objectives and priorities.



(b) Physical framework showing 

landuses.
(c) Derailed, planning programmes 

fer the various zones.
Today th' urban areas of Kilecbe, Kase.se and Katwe 

Kabatoro are already under the planning: scheme of the 

Departs:-, nt of Torn and Country : laming of the Ministry 

of Provincial Administrations.
( i i )  Rural Development Plansx-

(a) Rural production landuso zones. These shall 
show zones of sericulture, forestry and 

fishing.
f'-ret Comprehensive area plans for

Binvenzori slopes, the rift valley 

floor in the Kase se-l'uhokya area.
Comprehensive area development plan

✓
for the liUbuloi Irrigation settlement 
project.

rom-^-ri Control of the area above 2000 metres 
on Huwenzori mountain.
-  Afforestation programme 

Fisheriesi Area plans for the legal fishing 

villages.
Control of the sprawling illegal 
fishing villages.

(b) Conservation -  (a) Conservation .of the water

139

catchment zone of Ruwenrori.



(b) Pollution -  detailed research 

to deterr.ine the extent of 
copper, agricultural biocide, 

industrial and sewage effluent, 
lemon line quarrying and Hina 

cenent factory pollution.
Exercise control of the pollution. 

A statement of general development objectives 

and priorities for the county.
— xho county's development objectives and 

priorities nust be linked to those of the 

Puv/enr.ori Comprehensive Development plan.
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Conclusion

Regional development planning to achieve conducive 

sratial organisation to ensure the maxima nation of economic 
development expectations proceeds by looking at inter
relationships of developments in a given area designated 

a region in planning terms. The way to proceed to achieve 

the regional development is usually contained in a ;
Development Plan. It has also been expressed in this study 

that problems that have been depicted shall ultimately 

be solved through a Regional Development Plan actions for 

the Western Province of Uganda.
What is needed is a development plan that contains 

the economic, social and physical aspects and problems and 

aims at providing both a conducive economic and spatial 
structural organisation. This study has concentrated on 

introducing physical aspects of development organization 

to the existing economic organization, as the objective 

purpose.
Economic development alone cannot ensure maximization 

of benefits to the full. Infact i f  physical problems con- 

continue unchecked for long they escalate to an extent 
when they adversely affect the expeotod economic benefits. 
In this study such problems which may curtail economic 
benefits maximisation at every resource development locally 

locality have been analysed or depicted. Comprehensive 

integrated development planning has been advocated as the 

only means through which fu ll maximisation of resource 

utilisation can be ensured.
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APPENDIX
QUESTIONABLE TOR CONFLICTS ,7ITH THE NATIONAL PA JC

Name' o f  I n t e r v i e w ^ ,

D r.to  o f  I n t e r v ie w

Name o f  S u rve y  Arec 

Name o f  R espondent

I .  H ouseho ld  Number

2 . D is ta n c e  from. th e  N. P a rk  boundary
( I ^ l l c m  (2 )  2km (3 )  3km (4 )  41cm (5 )  5ka (6 )  w i t h in

3. S iz e  o f  H ouseho ld  ( f a m i ly )  
—  I r e c e n t  i n  th e  N. P a rk

4 . Do some o f  y o u r  h o u se h o ld  members l i v e  away? 
I .  Yes 2. No.

5 . I f  Yes How many?

6 . "/here? (Name A re a s )

7 . P la c e  o f  b i r t h ?  (Name p la c e )  ............................... „ ...........

( I )  U i t h i n  th e  N. l a r k .  (2 )  O u ts id e  th e  N. P a rk

8 . How lo n g  have you  s ta y e d  here? ( I n  Y e a rs )

9 . S iz e  o f  h o u s e b o ld  p lo t  (a c re s )

tO . I s  th e  p l o t  enough f o r  y o u r needs? 
I .  Yes 2 . No.

I I .  M a in  S ource  o f  Income 
(O c c u p a t io n  a c t i v i t y ) .

12 . Do yo u  a p p re c ia te  th e  p resence  o f  th e  N. P ark? 
( I )  Yes (2 )  Ho.

liU u o JL
13 . I f  Y e s „ w ou ld  y o u  a g re e  to  m ig ra te  t o - I i i »  th e  N a t io n a l 

P a rk  f r e e  o f  mech In t e ia rc ^ io n ?  (p )  y p s  (?   ̂ ---------------

*
< i

♦ i
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14. If Yog, where would you go? 
Name Places .....................

15. Is any of your household member employed by the National Park 
or Uganda Hotels? (I ) Yes (2) No

16. If Yeo, How many?

17. Where do you mainly obtain your food from? 
(Name Places) .........................................

10. How far is the Place?

19 Type of fuel used for cooking:-
(I ) Firewood (2) Charcoal (3) Oil (Kerosene)

20. Where do you obtain it from? 
(Place d Distance) ............

21. Have you ever been attacked by any animal? 
(I ) Yes (2) No.

22. TOTAL monthly income in shillings?
(I) 0-100

(2) 10-200

(3) 201-300

(4) 4qI-400

(5) 50I-C00

(6) 800+
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